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(e.g., Chall,Jacobs, & Baldwin, 1990; Langer, 1985, 1986;
Newkirk, 1987, 1989). Yet questions about the interrelationships of these two genres remain (e.g., Snow, Burns
& Griffin, 1998); it has, for example, been postulated that
children's ability to read and write expository texts does
not transferfrom competence with stories (Morris, 1986).
As facility with different genres is as much a part of the
writing process and development as encoding and control of mechanics (e.g., Kress, 1994; Martin,1989), a narrow focus on narrativein early school years may
interruptthe development of reading and writing in multiple genres. We may, in fact, be missing critical opportunities to capitalize on genres that some children prefer
(e.g., Caswell & Duke, 1998; Fresch, 1995; Pappas, 1993)
and to support children's development with the types of
genres that may be of greatest use and importance to
them throughout their lives (Christie, 1986; Cope &
Kalantzis, 1993, 2000; Kress, 1994, 1999; Martin, 1989).
The privileging of social forms of mediation is apparent in the large numbers of studies that focus on the
sociocultural aspects of writing development through naturalistic methods (e.g., Atwell, 1987; Bissex, 1980;
Calkins, 1986; Chapman, 1994, 1995; Dyson, 1983, 1987,
1993, 1999; Graves, 1975, 1983; Hansen, 1987; Kroll,

n their1999ReadingResearchQuarterlyreport,

Kamberelis and Bovino considered how children's
demonstration of their genre knowledge varies "as a
function of differential levels or modes of cultural
scaffolding" (p. 141) of the different tasks in their study.
They broadened the notion of scaffolding from the more
typical emphasis on the social mediation of learning by a
more knowledgeable other (e.g., Woods, Bruner, & Ross,
1976) to include the cultural artifacts(e.g., task materials
such as storybooks used for pretend readings) around or
even by which scaffolding occurs. They noted that "like
the privileging of narrativeover paradigmatic discourse
genres, the privileging of social forms of mediation over
cultural-artifactualones may result in pedagogies that
constrain children's overall literacy development and
learning in unsuspected ways" (p. 142).
The privileging of narrativeis evident in that the
predominant genre in early elementary classrooms is narrative for both reading and writing (e.g., Christie, 1986;
Duke, 2000; Martin, 1989; Rothery, 1989b). This dominance of narrativehas been speculated to be at least part
of the reason for children's difficulties with the expository
texts that come to dominate their school reading and
writing once they enter the upper elementary grades
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H MJIaAIIIHX IIIKOJIbHHKOB:
BbIIOJIHeHHe pa3Hoo6pa3HbIX
IIOHRTHe )KaHpa AJUIAOIIIKOJIbHHKOB
B
pa3JIHuHylO HO KOJIHIeCTBy
yqe6HbIX 3agJax, 3aKJIIOqaoIIIUHX CBOeHi
"opMyJnpOBKe

HxapaKTepynoMOUb

B JaHHOHI CTaTbe,aHaJIH3HpySnpo6neMy CTaHOBJneHHI
y aeTeH HaBbIKOB
niHCbMeHHOH
pe1qH,Mbl B
H TO,
H
no pa3BnTHmonIHCbMa
nepayIo oxepeax paccMorpeinn paHee npeanpaHsTihe wccneeAosanH
KaRKyfHenocpeiAcTBeHHyO nHOMOlIrj
OKa3aIH 3TH HCCieOBaHH1 AeTRMB pa6OTe Ha• TeKCTOM.
3aTeM MbIpa3pa6oTank paA yqe6Hsax 3aIaaq, wrro6E BbIMCHHTb
npeacTaBjIeHH3I24-x aeTer (no
qeTbIpe Ha KaJAKyloBo3paCTHyIOrpynny: OT eTCKOrOcaa Ao nTrroro KJnacca)o AByx Han6oniee
IKOJ bI KaHRpax,
TeKCTe,C TeM, qTO6b1mriy6we
paccxa3e H HH4)opMauIHOHHOM
lnpHBbxIHbIX AJIS?
McLy BO3paCTHbIM
pa3BHTHeM,yqe6HOa 3saaxieH H
npOHHKHyTbB CJIO)KHbie
B3aHMOOTHOIIIeHHM
saga pa3HnJIHcb:HeKOTopbMo6ecnesHBanUi AeTiM
3HaaHHMHO )KaHpe. (OPMYJIHpOBKH
MHHHMfJIbHyIO nOAluep)KY (HanHcaTmpaccKa3 Ha npeaIno)eHHyWo TeMy), HeKOTOpbIe
>re
KaK- Ha OCHOBealaln3a
o6ecneqnBanI
BbICOKHHIypOBeHb noanep)KKx (AeTqrmnogicKa3bsBaHnn,
HJIH
JiHKHHTaHH(4opMauIHOHHOfI
HunuocTpaUH Hn npocnymIHBaHI OTpJIBKa y3HaTh, ABJIRCIeTCI
0 TOM,'qTOnOMOuLb,KOTOpyK)Mbl
xyAo)ecTBeHHOfH). -IonyqeHHbIe pe3ynbTaTa i CBHIXeTenbJCTByOT
OKa3bBaeMAeTIM, nopoii e no3sJIT poeIHM poeMOHCTppoaT
ac nOnHOTyMX3HanHt o
B npouecce
Ha B03paCTHbme 3MeeHHHAS
)KaHpe. THnHnmbie eTcKHe OTBCThTaKIoe yKa3bIBaJOT
no3HaHHM,Koraa AeTH, euie HeAaBHOBbIIOJIHH•BMHe
3agaHaHs MnnMIJHIHTHO,
nepecTatoT
HX KOTHHTHBHbIe
CnpaBJInTh6Cc HHMHBOBCe,nOCKOJIbKy
Cnoco6HOCTNnpeBpaiuaioTc H3
- 3TO
B 3KCnHJIHHTHble
B HCCJIeAOBaHHH
HMnHIn•UIHTHHIX
AoBneHHe OIIHCaHO
npouecca nos3HalHi
I Hac BepHyTc5r K pa3MLueneHntlM o
KapMnojIO4-CMHT (1992). lIonymenaHie pe3ynJTaTa s3acTaBHJ
TeKCTOB.
TOM,KeK ytHTLBaTb JIenH
aBTOpOBnpIHH3yeHHH pa3HOapoBX
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1991). Through these and other studies, data are accumulating that young children can and do develop understandings of multiple genres (Barnhart, 1996; Chapman,
1995; Kamler, 1994; Newkirk, 1987, 1989; WollmanBonilla, 2000; Zecker, 1999); however, these data also imply that different tasks require different levels of cognitive
ability. As Englert, Stewart and Heibert (1988) suggested,
"the facilitative effects for different text structures cannot
be assumed for different tasks, presentation modes, or response modes" (p. 144). Thus, the accumulation of information from studies using similar as well as different
tasks is crucial to generating theory about genre knowledge development. What is needed, we believe, are studies examining children's performance across multiple
tasks. Such research would not only give a broader view
of the range of understandings children might have given
the different supports of varied tasks, but also offer insight on how different tasks might be used as instructional scaffolds for supporting children's genre knowledge
development.

Theoreticalframeworkandpurpose
of the study
We are only now beginning to understand (and in
rather limited ways) the extent to which children know
about and come to know about different genres. This
study has been grounded in the systemic functional linguistics of the Australiangenre theorists (e.g., Halliday,
1975; Halliday & Hasan, 1985, 1989; Hasan, 1984; Martin,
1989; Martin& Rothery, 1986) as well as the work of
those following in that tradition (e.g., Kress, 1994;
Pappas, 1986, 1991b, 1993). It also draws from the work
of cognitive psychologists (e.g., Meyer, 1975; Stein &
Albro, 1997; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Stein & Policastro,
1984).
In the systemic functional linguistic tradition, language is seen as functional, taking on specific forms to
serve specific functions in specific social situations.
Purpose is therefore crucial in determining the genre that
is necessary for communicating in specific social contexts
(i.e., schools), and thus tasks used to examine genre
knowledge must be considered carefully. Few studies, as
noted earlier, have used a variety of tasks to examine
children's genre knowledge. The purpose of this examination was to explore and describe K-5 children's implicit and explicit knowledge of two specific school
genres-story and informational texts-as demonstrated
on six different tasks. We saw these tasks, using different
materials (artifacts), as scaffolding to varying degrees children's ability to articulate and demonstrate their implicit
and explicit knowledge of story and information genres.

Children's genre knowledge and task scaffolding

Our participantswere primarilyof mainstream, upper-middle-class European American backgrounds. We
selected this population because its members had ample
experiences with literacy that closely matched school expectations, and they were attending a suburban public
school, which by its nature privileges the backgrounds of
these children (e.g., Cope & Kalantzis, 1993, 2000; Dyson,
1999, 2000; Heath, 1983; Martin,1989). We saw them as
the group with the greatest likelihood of developed notions of school genres. With that in mind, the following
questions guided this study.
1. What insights to children's developing genre
knowledge are offered from children's responses to a
range of tasks that provide different levels of support, or
scaffolding?
2. Are there patterns in what these children demonstrate knowing (implicitly or explicitly) about written story and information genres across the grades (K-5)?

Relatedliterature
As the present study describes children's responses
to different tasks, this review will consider the related research in terms of the tasks and artifactsof the methods
used to access children's understandings of genre. Table
1 is an overview of how we have conceptualized the levels of support, or scaffolding, that were provided to participants through the different tasks and materials used in
various studies of genre knowledge. We have also indicated the cognitive demands each level entails-that is,
what types of tools the task requires be placed on the
cognitive workbench (Britton, Glynn, & Smith, 1985). The
Table shows how the methods of different studies have
used different tasks and materials;we have placed the
studies into categories to indicate levels of scaffolding.
Our categories, described in more detail later, are nonscaffolding, unknown scaffolding, and scaffolding, which
for us ranged from lowest to highest levels of support.
Nonscaffolding
As a field we have learned that genre knowledge
emerges early as children engage in writing for meaningful purposes (e.g., Bissex, 1980; Chapman, 1994, 1995;
Donovan, 2001; Kamberelis, 1999; Newkirk, 1989;
Pappas, 1993; Zecker, 1999). Bissex (1980) examined the
form and function of her son Paul's self-generated writing
from 5 to 7 years of age. She described his work as including signs, letters, lists, and other functional writing in
addition to stories. Although the child composed these
writings in unprompted situations, these studies of selfgenerated writing must be considered within the supportive context in which they were produced. However, we
do not have enough information to make generalizations
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Table 1

Levels of scaffolding afforded by tasks used in studies of genre knowledge

Category of production

Description and examples

Nonscaffolding

Self-generated texts--the child in the study has produced all texts by himself or herself (e.g., Bissex, 1980). Cognitive
demands: Create completely novel content, determine form, hold in memory while writing.

Unknown scaffolding

Texts in which the conditions (type of instruction, daily habits) under which children produced them are unknown.
Most commonly found in research that examines large numbers of writing samples collected from many classrooms
(e.g, Britton, Burgess, Martin,McLeod, & Rosen, 1975), but occasionally appearing in studies involving naturalisticinquiry (e.g., Dyson, 1989). Cognitive demands: unknown.

Levels of scaffolding
Tasks that provide children varying levels of support in their efforts to demonstrate understanding
Lowest

Child writes or speaks in response to researcher prompt, such as Applebee's (1978) direction to subjects, "Tellme a
story." Cognitive demands: Select topic, create text, hold in memory if a written task.

Minimal

Texts produced in response to more specific researcher prompt, such as Stein and Albro's (1997) request that children create a story beginning with a story stem. Cognitive demands: Create text, hold in memory if a written task.

Low

Habitually produced texts, such as the journals kept by children in Wollman-Bonilla's (2000) study. Scaffolding supplied through repetition. Cognitive demands: Insert class-discussed but individually configured content into known
form, hold in memory during writing.

Middle

Response produced to a visible textual support, such as "pretend reading"unknown storybooks (Bamberg, 1985) or
discussion of composition process while looking at self-produced text (Donovan, 1996). Cognitive demands: Produce
oral language to narrateor describe from stimulus.

High

Given texts reproduced following adult read-aloud, book available for visual support (e.g., King & Rentell, 1981).
Cognitive demands: Recall text wording while describing action or content represented on the page.

Highest

Texts produced in response to direct classroom instruction, with graphic organizer for support (e.g., Wray & Lewis,
1995). Cognitive demands: Write text from known content with visual support for phrasing and organization.

about the specific ways in which Paul's compositions in
different genres were scaffolded.
Unknown scaffolding
Naturalisticexaminations of children's writing in
which issues of genre were noted (e.g., Dyson, 1989,
1999), and studies that examined writing samples produced as part of the classroom curriculum(e.g., Britton,
Burgess, Martin,McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Chapman, 1994,
1995; Martin& Rothery, 1986; Newkirk, 1987; Sowers,
1985), are considered in this category. There are just too
many unknowns about the circumstances of text production to suggest to what level the children were supported
in their productions. Context must be considered in these
studies as well, as it is likely that the assignments were
not novel and that the instructionalcontext in which
those assignments were requested provided support for
production.
Examining genre knowledge through naturalistic inquiry. Many researchers have noted genre and discourserelated issues within studies of classroom discourse (e.g.,
Cazden, 1988; Heath, 1983), the writing process (e.g.,
Calkins, 1986; Graves, 1975, 1983), and early writing behaviors (e.g., Clay, 1975; Dyson, 1983, 1987, 1997, 1999;
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Kamberelis, 1999; King & Rentell, 1981; Kroll, 1991).
Cazden (1988), for example, noted the culturallydifferent
storytelling styles of children attending the same school
and responding to the same tasks. Dyson found that children use a variety of discourse forms during and in their
writing (e.g., 1983, 1987, 1997) and play with those forms
in appropriately supportive environments (1999, 2000).
These studies provide rich information about the contexts
in which children use oral and written language and have
done much to support greater awareness of the importance of cultural background and social interactions
around literacy events.
Examining genre knowledge through compositions
produced for classroom instruction. Many studies of
genre knowledge development have been based on the
examination of students' writing produced in the classroom as part of instruction. For example, Britton and his
colleagues (1975) requested student writing from teachers
of British secondary schools along with descriptions of
the assignments for which they were produced. From
these samples, Britton'sgroup determined a continuum
of children's compositions beginning with the expressive,
most closely resembling personal expression. This use of
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expressive form then moves outwardly toward mature
transactional (expository) or poetic (narrative) forms.
Newkirk (1987), Sowers (1985), and Chapman
(1994, 1995) examined the writing of primary-gradechildren and found that much of the early writing they did
was nonnarrative. However, Sowers considered the "All
About" books her first graders produced to fall in the expressive mode of Britton et al. (1975) and posited that
they were precursors to mature narrative.Newkirk (1987)
examined and described 100 pieces of writing considered
nonnarrative from the writing folders of first-, second-,
and third-grade students in writing process classrooms.
Unlike Sowers, Newkirk saw his findings as supporting
the claim that labeling and listing are distinctly nonstory
forms that may be the precursor to mature expository
writing. Chapman's (1994, 1995) examinations of first
graders' writing during writers' workshop across the entire year revealed the emergence from children's labeling
of both narrative(event-oriented) and nonnarrative (object-oriented) forms.
Rothery's(1984) examination of primary-gradechildren's written compositions from writing process classrooms revealed a similar pattern of narrativeand
informational texts emerging from a simpler form, which
they defined as the observation/comment. However,
what none of these studies could reveal, because of their
methods of data collection, were the children's purposes
for their compositions. Though function might be inferred
(Chapman, 1994), without knowing the history of the
task or desire that prompted the writing, knowledge of
possible support that was provided remains unavailable
to readers of these studies.
Methods using scaffolding tasks and materials
When specific tasks are used to collect data about
children's genre knowledge, there is no question about
the purpose for the texts' production. However, as discussed earlier, different tasks support children's ability to
demonstrate their genre knowledge to greater and lesser
degrees. Examinations of tasks that have been used to
explore children's genre knowledge reveal a continuum.
Tasks range from those that provide no support (or are
nonscaffolding) to those providing a high level of support, or scaffolding, of children's abilities to demonstrate
their knowledge; this range depends on how much the
task lessened the cognitive demands. Of course, the larger context must always be considered as some lower level tasks may be routine with expected outcomes and thus
children have been provided additional support, although
at some time before the study occurred, for what they are
to do. For our purposes here, we wish to acknowledge
the importance of context, but to focus on levels of support provided by the tasks themselves, because, as read-
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ers and researchers, we are not always privy to the larger
context.
Lowestlevel. At the lowest level of support are tasks
that prompt children to produce the genre requested.
These tasks scaffold children's ability by simply making
known what is expected with directions such as "make
up and write a story,"or "writean informational text." No
additional support is provided; the words write and story
or information are the only clues the children are given
as to the purpose of the task. This prompt guides children's productions to demonstrate knowledge of the difference between drawing and writing as well as
producing a story text or an informational text. Unless
these are common classroom statements that have been
given greater instructional support in the curricularcontext, these least supported tasks may be seen as providing little cognitive assistance.
Several studies have requested that children compose original texts and produce them either orally as in
Applebee's (1978) "Tellme a story,"through dictation
(King & Rentell, 1981), or in their own writing (Donovan,
2001; Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984; Kamberelis,
1999; Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999; King & Rentell, 1981;
Langer, 1985, 1986; Sulzby, Barnhart,& Hieshima, 1989).
(Applebee, 1978, and King and Rentell, 1981, examined
stories only.) These studies let readers know the purpose
of the text production as well as what children can produce, but are limited in their ability to show the range of
individual children's knowledge of several genres that
use of multiple tasks might provide.
Minimal level. Minimal levels of scaffolding, just
above the lowest, are provided when children do not
have to generate or formulate all of the ideas, but do
have to hold them in memory while they compose the
text. These levels of support include tasks such as recounting past experiences (e.g., Purcell-Gates, 1988) and
recalling and writing familiartexts (Kamberelis & Bovino,
1999). Stein and Albro (1997), for example, provided the
story stem "Once there was a fox....."in their prompt to
tell a story in order to activate children's story schema by
introducing the formulaic beginning and a common antagonist. With the use of this stem, most of the 7- and 9year-olds, and half of the 5-year-olds, were able to
generate goal-directed stories. In contrast, only about half
of the 5-year-olds (beginning of the school year) who received the lowest level prompt "make up and write a story" in Donovan's (2001) study created a story of some
level of complexity, with only a few at the goal-directed
level. These kinds of differences support findings that
constraints of writing faced by young children limit their
message-making abilities (e.g., DeFord, 1980; Dyson,
1983) and thus the genre knowledge they demonstrate
(e.g., Donovan, 2001; Zecker, 1999).
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Low level. At the low level of support, tasks are
highly contextualized and habitually produced such as
learning logs and daily journals. Children have the support of the long-term context that has shaped and provided guidance in the production of certain texts at that
particulartime, such as what the teacher expects, has
modeled directly or indirectly, and has praised or critiqued. The writing under examination likely does not
have direct support for each entry.
Wollman-Bonilla's (2000) examination of children's
family message journals is an example of this level task.
Children wrote to family members explaining and describing aspects of science activities engaged in or completed during the school science period. The teacher
modeled science genres, and children were expected to
write about science in their messages. Thus, this habitual
exercise provided support through its consistency in expectations, teacher modeling, and responses from family
members. What such tasks show us about children's
genre knowledge is how children appropriate genres that
are experienced and discussed. They do not, however,
show us what children can do with those genres outside
that controlled experience.
Middle level. Middle-level scaffolding provides visual support that is tangentially related to completing the
task. Having a visual support, even if not familiar,provides additional and continuous support for task completion. Such tasks include pretend readings of unfamiliar
(Bamberg, 1985; Berman & Slobin, 1994; Duke & Kays,
1998) and familiar(Purcell-Gates, 1988; Sulzby, 1985)
books, as well as interviews with children in which they
have their texts that are being discussed in front of them
(Donovan, 1996; Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999).
Bamberg (1985) was first to use Mercer Mayer's
(1969) wordless storybook Frog, WhereAre You?as a tool
for eliciting children's stories to study narrativedevelopment. Berman and Slobin (1994) built on the use of this
text and other Mercer Mayer wordless books in their
cross-culturalwork on the development of narrativecompetence. These studies have demonstrated the children's
developing ability to tell more complex narrativeswith
age and experience with stories. However, these early
studies were limited to the story genre. As a tool, though,
the support of the pictures served the purposes well as
they provided "a common content-across age and language-representing a typical children's story"(Berman
& Slobin, 1994, p. 20).
Duke and Kays (1998) extended the idea of
wordless-book use to information books in an effort to
extend Pappas's (1991a, 1991b, 1993) work by examining
children's ability to demonstrate knowledge of information book language with an unfamiliarinformation book.
Pappas's (1991b, 1993) work had examined children's
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pretend readings of information books immediately following the read-aloud of the book. Duke and Kays
(1998) examined children's pretend reading of an unfamiliar information book following a 3-month period in
which information book read-alouds were added to the
daily read-aloud sessions. The pre- and posttest pretend
readings indicated that with experience listening to information books children did demonstrate growth in their
ability to approximate the book language of that genre
even with an unfamiliarbook.
Donovan (1996) used puppet interviews with her
first-gradestudents to gain a sense of the children'sunderstandings of informationaland story genres as they talked
through the composition of one informationaltext and
one story text. Similarly,Kamberelisand Bovino (1999)
asked children specific questions about the story and science information texts they had just composed. Like the
picture support of books for pretend reading, children's
own writing seemed to serve as a support for children
when they were discussing aspects of different genres and
the process of composing the texts in front of them.
High level. Visible and familiarpicture support is
provided throughout the task at this level. Tasks include
taking a turn to pretend to read a book that was just read
aloud (King & Rentell, 1981; Pappas, 1991b, 1993; Pappas
& Brown, 1987a, 1987b, 1988) and pretending to read a
familiar storybook (Purcell-Gates, 1988; Sulzby, 1985).
Because the book is known from the immediate reading
situation or familiarityfrom read-alouds over time, the
pictures provide strong memory cues. Thus, these tasks
provide insight to children's ability to remember and
reenact the reading of the book, and thus children's ability to approximate the language of the genre. Storybooks
were used in these pretend-reading tasks first (King &
Rentell, 1981; Pappas & Brown, 1987a, 1987b, 1988;
Purcell-Gates, 1988) with results demonstrating in all
cases that children were able to approximate the language found in stories. Purcell-Gates (1988) found that
both well-read-to kindergartnersand second graders have
"an implicit awareness of a particularstyle of language
employed in written stories" (p. 151).
Extending her previous work on story language
with Brown (Pappas & Brown, 1987a, 1987b, 1988),
Pappas (1991a, 1991b, 1993) examined kindergartners'
pretend readings of both information books and storybooks just read aloud to them. She determined that
young children are able to approximate the language in
information books as well as storybooks, and they do so
with greater precision with each rereading of the book.
These studies have done a great deal to raise our awareness of children's emerging abilities in different genres.
Highest level. The highest level of support provided
is direct instructionwith revision. This category includes
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tasks such as the use of text structuresupports, which include teaching story grammar(e.g., Baumann & Bergeron,
1993) or other organizational structureslike Wray and
Lewis's (1995) frames for report writing. Teaching a strategy then providing time for that strategy to be used and
then revised would be the highest possible level of scaffolding a writing-relatedtask could provide.
Methods using varying levels of scaffolding tasks
and materials
Some studies have included multiple tasks to get
multiple perspectives of children's knowledge (e.g., Cox
& Sulzby, 1984; Harste et al., 1984; Kamberelis & Bovino,
1999; King & Rentell, 1981; Langer, 1985, 1986; PurcellGates, 1988; Sulzby et al., 1989). Although not the first to
use different tasks to gain a sense of children's genre or
written discourse understandings, Kamberelis and Bovino
(1999) raised the question of how different task conditions might be scaffolding children's abilities, or "cultural
artifacts[serving] as scaffolds" (p. 166). Their study used
two conditions to examine kindergarten, first-, and second-grade children's information and story genre knowledge at the end of the school year. The "scaffolded"(p.
146) condition, which provided low-level support on our
scale, asked children to produce a story or informational
text based on a familiarbook of that genre. Their "nonscaffolded" (p. 146) condition, which we would see as
our lowest level of scaffolding, simply asked children to
produce a story or information text. Although there were
some exceptions, their findings indicated children produced more complex stories and informational texts in
response to the low-level scaffolded task and more complex stories than informational text in either task. On the
basis of their findings, they suggested that "relyingon
cultural artifactsas scaffolds seemed to index and activate
textual, intertextual, and contextual knowledge about
particulardiscursive fields that children possessed even if
they could not analyze, verbalize, or critique such knowledge" (p. 163).
Other studies using multiple methods had similar
findings of greater ability with the more highly supportive
tasks (Harste et al., 1984; King & Rentell, 1979). King and
Rentell (1979) examined first and second graders' dictated
and written original stories as well as a retelling of a fairy
tale just read aloud. These tasks demonstrated the difficulty the written task can impose on the production, as
the dictated stories were more complex than the written
stories. Harste and his colleagues (1984) asked 4-, 5-, and
6-year-old children to read commercial labels, dictate and
read a story, read or pretend to read a story, read or pretend to read a letter, write anything they can write, write
or pretend to write a story, and write or pretend to write
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a letter. They found that children could produce appropriate discourse forms in the specific contexts.
Although studies of genre knowledge are growing,
there have been relatively few that have used multiple
tasks to study this area with young children. Information
collected across a variety of tasks that require different
levels of explicit control should provide insights to the
range of elementary school children's implicit and explicit
knowledge of two genres important to school success
and clues about possible instructional supports. This
knowledge, too, is crucial in exploring children's developing genre knowledge, so that guidance may be supplied to teachers in order that all children be provided
access to all of the genres necessary for school success.

Method
Participants and setting
Two children, one boy and one girl, from each of
the two participatingclassrooms at each grade level K-5
were selected by their classroom teachers to participate
in an individual interview session (N = 24) with the researcher on site. These children were described as aboveaverage writers; none were receiving or identified to
receive special education services.
The school served a student population of primarily
upper-middle-class European American backgrounds.
The researcher on site fit children's expectations of both
teacher and parent. This was demonstrated repeatedly as
children inquired about whether she was a new teacher
at the school or speculated about which student was her
child.
The site was selected, as noted earlier, in order to
gain insight to the genre knowledge of children who
have had multiple experiences related to the genres of
the school. Teachers described children's home environments as rich with books and book-reading experiences
from birth, but as supplying very little writing experience.
They felt that writing at home was relegated to learning
the formation of letters, practicing handwriting, and doing homework, but not to composing extended texts of
any kind because of an emphasis on correct spelling.
Although teachers reported the freedom to choose the
approach for their literacy programs, all (K-5) explained
extreme pressure from the parent community for high
test scores and correct spelling led to certain curricular
choices (i.e., spelling lists and tests, traditionalworksheet
homework) and less of others (i.e., writers' workshop).
All children were asked a series of questions to gain
a sense of their reading and writing experiences at home.
The teachers' speculations were on target for most of the
children, especially those in the primarygrades, who
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reported not doing any writing at home other than homework. Several of the older children reported writing stories, journals, and thank-you notes, and all children
indicated they read or were read to at home.

each task, the level of scaffolding it provided and what it
was designed to reveal about the nature of children's story and information genre knowledge are described in the
following sections.

Data collection
Six tasks were identified from previous work on
genre knowledge or were created to afford differentopportunitiesfor children to demonstrate their implicit and
explicit genre knowledge. These tasks vary in their demands on children'scognitive abilities and, thus, as
Kamberelisand Bovino (1999) have suggested, provide different levels of scaffolding of children'sknowledge. For
clarity,an overview of the differenttasks and what they
were chosen to determine is presented first.This is followed by the details of data collection in the order in
which tasks were presented to children. Finally,we present
informationconcerning the analysis of the collected data.

Task 1: Child-writtentexts
All children, within their regular classes, were asked
to write a story, an informational text, and about the differences between the two. This task was considered to
provide the lowest-level scaffolding of children's abilities.
A counterbalanced design, where one class was presented the story prompt first and the other class the information prompt first, was employed to account for order
effects.
Writea story. To elicit a written story, secondthrough fifth-grade children were asked to "make up a
story about anything you want and write it for other children and teachers to read." Kindergartnersand first
graders were asked to "make up a story about anything
you want and write or pretend to write the story for other
children and teachers to read."The "readings,"or oral
compositions (Pappas, 1991b), were tape recorded,

Multiple tasks and multiple views of children's knowledge
Table 2 presents an overview of all tasks used in
the study in order of their presentation to children. For

Table 2

What the different tasks may reveal about the nature of children's genre knowledge

Tasks

These tasks may reveal children's understandings of

Level of support provided

Write a story; write an
informational text

Global elements-inclusion of elements (e.g., story grammar)
Global structure--content organization

Lowest

Describe differences between
writing story and writing
informational text
(with self-produced texts
visible--orally for youngest
children; written response
for older)

Majordistinctions about the two genres

Middle

Pretend-readwordless story
and information book
(with text covered,
but pictures visible)

Global elements
Global structure

Middle

Orally define storybook and
information book (asked
immediately following
children's pretend reading
of a book from each genre)

Purpose of both
Majorfeatures of both

Minimal

Sort books by genre (decide
from a stack of books whether
given book is story or
information book)

Salient features attended to
Genre-specific features of both
Purpose of both

Middle (before book is read aloud)
and high level of support (after book is
read aloud)

Answer questions about writing:
How to write (in general)? How
did you write this story?This
informational text? (texts produced
in first task above)

Their writing process
Genre-specific features of both texts
Task-specific processes

Minimal
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transcribed, and considered the intended text for coding
of genre knowledge.
Writean informational text. To elicit a written informational text, second- through fifth-grade children
were asked to "thinkof a topic, something you know a
lot about. It can be something you learned in school, a
hobby, or something you are just interested in." We then
discussed the topics children were considering, and they
were instructed to "writeabout the topic you have chosen for other children and teachers to read." To encourage emergent writing, following brainstormingof
potential topics, the kindergartnersand first graders had a
slightly different prompt. They were instructed to "write
or pretend to write about the topic you have chosen for
other children and teachers to read" and then to "reador
pretend to read your writing to me" when they deemed
themselves finished. As was the case for the story
prompt, the "readings"or oral compositions of the K-1
participants were tape recorded, transcribed, and considered the intended text for coding of genre knowledge.
Task2: Describing differences between writing stories and
informational texts
A third prompt, seen as middle level in its scaffolding support for children's productions in that children's
texts were visible to them, was given during these first
sessions to elicit children's descriptions about the differences in writing information and stories. The kindergartners and first graders were asked immediately following
their reading of their second composition, "Whatwas different about writing a story [or information]like you did
yesterday and writing information [or story] like you did
today?"When the child completed the initial response,
the prompt "Anythingelse?"was given. These oral responses were simply tape recorded as an extension of
their second text reading and then transcribed. Older
children, on a day following the completion of their writing samples, were asked to produce written texts to "describe the differences in writing information and a story."
Task3: Pretend readings of unknown
wordless/textlessbooks
This task was modified from others' work using
pretend reading of familiar stories (Pappas, 1993; Pappas
& Brown, 1987a, 1987b, 1988; Sulzby, 1985), unfamiliar
storybooks (Bamberg, 1985; Berman & Slobin, 1994;
Duke & Kays, 1998), and information books (Duke &
Kays, 1998; Pappas, 1991b, 1993). This task was designed
to gain a sense of children's facility with the book language of each genre, and as it provided visual support
the scaffolding level was considered to be middle. For
this study, the pretend-reading task was designed to indicate various genre features represented in children's
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pretend readings of an unfamiliar,wordless storybookMercer Mayer's(1969) Frog, WhereAre You?-and an unfamiliar information book-Angela Royston's (1992) Baby
Animals--made wordless by masking the text. Further,
whereas others (Bamberg, 1985; Berman & Slobin, 1994;
Duke & Kays, 1998) oriented the participantsto the
genre, as in "readthe story,"participants in this study
were not, which allowed us to examine how children interpreted the task by the given features of books. For this
study, children were simply handed each book and
asked to "pretendto read this to me."
Frog, WhereAre You?was chosen to present salient
storybook features of characters engaged in goal-directed
action, and the information book was chosen for typical
topic-oriented presentation of a general class of object or
animal. See Table 3 on the following page for an
overview of all books used in the study.
Whereas the writing samples had been collected
from all students in their classrooms, these pretend-reading tasks were completed only by the 24 focal children,
on an individual basis and in a separate classroom not in
use at the time. Kindergartnersand first graders met twice
for approximately 30 minutes, second graders met once
for about 45 minutes, and third through fifth graders met
once for about 65 minutes. After allowing children to
play with the tape recorder and briefly discussing what
they were going to do, the researcher on site turned the
tape recorder on. She then asked the children about their
personal experiences with reading, writing, computer
use, and family activities that might have an impact on
discourse knowledge--information presented earlier in
this article in the description of the participants.
Following the discussion of personal reading and
writing, each child was told,
I broughta lot of books for us to read.The firsttwo books
do not have any words. You will pretendto readthese to
me. Then I will readthe othersto you. The firstbook is
called Frog,WhereAre You?[or BabyAnimals,depending
on orderof presentationthatwas counterbalancedby
class].Lookthroughthe book to see how it goes and think
about what the wordswould be if someone were reading
it to you. Then you will pretendyou are readingit to me.
Startyour pretendreadingat the beginningof the book
wheneveryou are ready.
Following the first reading, each child was presented with the second book and given the same instructions,
again without reference to the genre.
Task4: Definitions of story and information books
Upon completion of both pretend readings, the
books were put in a pile out of the way and the child
was asked, by order of the first genre presented, "Whatis
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Table 3

Descriptions of the books used in the study

Title/author

Genre

Description

Frog, WhereAre You?
Mercer Mayer

Story

This wordless storybook details through pencil drawings a boy and his dog's search for a pet
frog that escaped during the night. The search leads the pair through the forest and many obstacles until they unexpectedly find themselves in a pond with a family of frogs, one of whom
is the escaped pet.

Baby Animals
Angela Royston

Information

This information book provides color photographs of different baby animals, familiar(e.g.,
kittens) and unfamiliar(e.g., wallabies). Each animal baby is presented on a double-page
spread with one or two paragraphs of text providing description of attributesand characteristic
events.

Tunnels
Gail Gibbons

Information

This topic-oriented book uses color pictures and text to provide information about tunnels.
Category comparisons are present as four different types of tunnels are described. Description
of attributesof the different types of tunnels, how they are built, and their uses are also
presented.

The Owl and the Woodpecker
Brian Wildsmith

Story

This story takes place in the forest, the home of the woodpecker. An owl moves into the tree
next door to the woodpecker whose daily tapping infuriatesthe nocturnal owl. The problem
is resolved when a storm knocks down the owl's tree and, to the delight of the other forest
animals, he is forced to relocate.

Cockatoos
Quenton Blake

Story

This story takes place in the home of a professor and his many pet cockatoos. The cockatoos
tire of his daily pronouncement of admiration and decide to run away to teach him a lesson.
He searches throughout the house for them. Finally, they return, sure he must have learned
his lesson.

Elephants on the Beach
Colleen Bare

Information

This topic-oriented information book uses photographs and text to provide details about the
elephant seal. Elephant seals are compared in the beginning to real elephants as a play on the
title. The book then provides descriptions of attributesand characteristicevents about
elephant seals.

an information [or story] book?"The answers were
recorded on the tape. A neutral response to queries (e.g.,
the question "Isthat right?"was answered with "That's
fine") and one "Anythingelse?"were all the prompting
that was given. The second question, "Whatis a storybook [or information book]?"was then asked. This task
provided minimal-level scaffolding as it followed the
composition tasks and pretend-reading tasks; in those
tasks, the terms story and information had been used.
Task5: Sorting books by genre
To gain a sense of children's ability to distinguish
between the two genres, even when unable to articulate
reasons, and to understand what features might be most
salient to children, a set of books was selected that represented two typical storybooks and two typical information books (see Table 3).
Following the definition task, the researcher picked
the
books used for the pretend reading one at a time
up
and asked the child, "Isthis a storybook or an information book?" She then told the child, "Storybookswill go
in a pile right here, and information books over here."
The remaining four books were picked up one at a time
(in the order presented in Table 3); with each book, she
asked the child, "Isthis a storybook or an information
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book?"Upon the child's response, he or she was then
asked, "Whydo you think that?"The researcher next read
the book aloud to the child, again asked for the genre of
the book, and concluded by asking for the child's reasons for that decision. At this point, the child was always
asked, "Isthere anything else that lets you know this is a
story [or information book?]"
Children were often convinced they knew the genre
after the first page and were ready to classify the book
immediately. For example, when "Once upon a time..."
began the first sentence children were often certain of the
book's genre and ready to move to the next book.
However, going through the book provided the opportunity for children to offer more information about additional features of which they were aware, so the response
was always "Let'skeep reading and see if you notice anything else." When a child was particularlyinsistent and
ready to move on, the book was classified and the next
one begun.
We saw this task as providing two levels of scaffolding of children's understandings about genre distinctions. When children were asked to decide the genre
based on their initial impression of the book cover, only
middle-level support was provided. The child had a visible object to prompt thinking. However, high support
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was provided when children are asked to categorize and
explain their reasons following the read-aloud of the
book. Children not only had the visible object, but also
had become familiarwith the text through hearing it read
aloud.
Kindergartenersand first graders ended the first session after the first two books in Table 3 were read aloud.
For them, a second session resumed the following day
with a review of what was done in the previous session
and what they were to do during the current sorting task.
Second through fifth graders went through all tasks in a
single session.
Task 6: Answering questions about writing information
and story genres
The final task was designed to probe further,
through questions about their written stories and informational texts, children's abilities to articulate any additional
understandings that might not have been revealed
through earlier tasks. Following the book-sorting task,
children were told, "Now let's look at your writing."Their
compositions produced in response to the prompt for a
story and an informational text were placed on the table.
To get a sense of what children could articulate about
their writing process, we asked them, "Whatdo you do
when you write?What do you do first, second, third?"
This was followed by "Readme your information [or
story writing.]"After reading, the children were asked the
following series of questions to gain a sense of prior experience and comfort with, and enjoyment of, the genre:
"Have you ever written this type of writing before?
Where? Do you like to?"[Following the reading of their
second texts, the questions "Whichis easier to write, stories or information?Why do think that is?"were inserted
here]. Children were then asked, "Whatis your favorite
information book [or storybook]?Why?"
Then children were asked an additional question
designed to address the actual processes involved in writing. Regarding their planning, children were asked "How
did you get started?What did you think of before you began writing this?"About their topic choice, beginnings,
and content, children were asked, "Whydid you decide
?"followed by "Whydid you
to write about
start your writing like this?"and "How do you know what
to write next?"Structuralquestions followed; specific to
their informational compositions, they were asked, "How
do you know what order the information goes in?"For
both pieces, the request "Readme the ending" was followed by "Whydid you decide to end it this way?"
The piece written first was examined first for all the
above questions. The questions were then repeated for
the child's second written text. Although some questions
were more abstract than others and therefore supported
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less by the actual written texts, as a whole the task provided minimal-level support for children's abilities.
Children had their texts to refer to, but the texts provided
no direct support in helping them answer questions regarding their reasoning.
Data analysis
Next we present the types of analysis that were employed for the collected data. We have organized this
section by the nature of the analyses. At times, our analyses have been shaped by emerging categories. At other
times, the categories into which the data have been analyzed were taken from other researchers' efforts.
Linguistic analyses
All child-generated written and pretend-reading stoand
informational texts were analyzed in the same
ry
fashion. Following Langer (1986), children's texts were
parsed into T-units (Hunt, 1965) and analyzed for inclusion of macrolevel elements. Texts were next considered
for their inclusion of genre elements as described by
Stein and Glenn (1979) for story and by Pappas, Keifer,
and Levstick (1999) for information. Texts were further
examined for global structureor organizational level
(Donovan, 2001).
Genre elements: Story.The genre elements included
the setting, the initiating event, the character'sinternal reaction, the character'sinternal plan, the attempts made to
achieve the goal, the consequences of these attempts,
and finally the reaction of the character to the various
story aspects (Stein & Glenn, 1979).
Global structure. Story.The organizationallevel, or
global structure(Donovan, 2001), reflects child-authors'
attention to key elements of stories. Because of the key
role of temporality in story texts, children's texts were first
examined for temporal connections. Those that lacked
them have been classified under one of three categories:
labels, statements, and descriptive sequences. Labels indicates a single word or sentence-length composition written in present tense. Statements indicates sentence-length
compositions that included more genre-specific features
such as past tense and fairy tale beginnings. Following
Stein and Policastro (1984), multiple-sentence texts that
lacked temporal connections but generally included fairy
tale openings, story characters,and past tense have been
labeled Descriptive Sequence. Texts having temporal connections but lacking causal connections have been termed
Action Sequence. Texts both temporally and causally connected, but lacking goal-directed action have been termed
Reactive Sequence. At the goal-directed level, children's
texts have been labeled either Goal Directed 1 or Goal
Directed 2. Although both of these levels go beyond
Reactive Sequence to include goal-directed action, Goal
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Directed 1 stories lack obstacles for charactersto overcome, which Goal Directed 2 texts contain. These highest
levels of story texts also often contain some type of evaluative ending.
Genre element: Informational texts. The genre elements for informationaltexts included topic presentation,
descriptions of attributes,characteristicevents, and final
summaries (all seen as obligatory) as well as category
comparisons and afterwards(seen as optional, Pappas et
al., 1999).
Global structure:Informational texts. The organizational level, or global structure(Donovan, 2001), reflects
child-authors' attention to the ordering of presented information. Texts were examined for the number of T-units
present. Those containing only a single T-unit have been
termed either Labels or Statements;as with the story
texts, Statements contain some genre-specific feature or
could possibly be seen as introducing a topic. Texts consisting of more than a single T-unit, but basically random
facts about the topic, have been termed AttributeLists. In
the HierarchicalAttributeList, two or more attributelists
serve as subtopics in the composition; no order exists
within or between these lists. Texts with related facts fall
within four possible categories. In the Simple Couplet, a
statement has been followed by a related description. In
the Complex Couplet, a collection of simple couplets
serves as subtopics in the composition. In Unordered
Paragraphs,a topic and subtopics have been introduced.
Subtopics appear in paragraphforms, and sentences
within paragraphs are connected. However, the paragraphs of these compositions could be reordered without
affecting overall text meaning. For Ordered Paragraphs,
rearrangementwould result in meaning change. These
slightly more advanced compositions often achieve their
ordering through simple connectives such as "first,"
"second," "third."
Analyses involving the constant comparative method
We used Glaser and Strauss's(1967) constant comparative method to create categories that reflected levels
of understanding for the following data sets: children's
explanations of the differences between writing stories
and writing informational texts, children's definitions of
story and information books, children's explanations for
"whythey had sorted books as they did, and for their responses on their writing processes. For each data set, the
first author initially categorized the children's responses
to generate emerging categories. These analyses were
then shared with the second author who examined the
data within the categories for confirming or disconfirming
evidence. We reached consensus through discussion so
that ultimately each response made by every child was
assigned to a category. The unit of analysis was a child's
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entire response; no unit was double-coded. Once all responses were categorized, we jointly determined the levels of response.
For the children's definitions of the two genres, for
their explanations in the book-sorting task, and for their
explanations of their writing processes, we also analyzed
responses for genre markers. For the book-sorting task,
we additionally considered the accuracy of the students'
designation of genre.

Results
Children's written stories: Macrolevel features
Looking across the grades reveals some interesting
indications of possible developmental patterns in children's grasp of story components at the macrolevel (see
Tables 4 and 5). We look first at organizational levels and
then at genre elements.
Organizational levels
Three kindergartners,Alexandra, Andrea, and Andy,
names are pseudonyms) produced written
student
(all
texts that not only fell below the level of a goal-directed
organization, but also lacked temporal sequencing as
well. Andy's text, "zoo, zoo, zoo," for example, is simply
the recording of a "word I can spell," as he explained later. Alexandra, however, composed the following GenreSpecific Statement that could easily serve as an initiating
event:
Oen day a beg fihs kam dash tr the wvs
[One day a big fish came dashingthroughthe waves.]
Of the four kindergarten compositions, only Alan's Goal
Directed 2 story (temporally and causally connected, with
an obstacle), a retelling of a favorite cartoon episode,
achieved temporality through the simple connectors "and
then."
Sonicwas runningreallyfast and Tailswas runningreally
fast and he was in frontof Sonic and then Robotnikwas
coming in really,reallyfast and he was about toget Sonic
but he was kind of farso he couldn'treally.And then
Sonic ranway faraway fromRobotnikso then Tailshe
flew up into the airwith both of his tailsand then he went
way up into the airand Robotnikcouldn'tgo thathigh because he went into outerspace. The End
Robotnik's explicit goal, italicized in the text above, was
to get Sonic (and if not Sonic, his compatriot, Tails). His
attempt to get Sonic is thwarted by distance; his attempt
to get Tails is thwarted by height. Alan's sophisticated
text derived from his knowledge of the charactersand
their adventures, a point we will return to later.
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Table 4

Macrolevel features of children's written/oral compositions produced in response to the story prompt
Genre elements included

Internal
reaction

Internal
plan

Student

level
Organization

Kindergartners
1 Alexandra
2 Alan
3 Andrea
4 Andy

Genre-Specific Statement
Goal Directed 2 implicit
Descriptive Sequence
Label (zoo)

Firstgraders
5 Betsy
6 Ben
7 Brenda
8 Brendan

Goal Directed 1 implicit
Descriptive Sequence
Goal Directed 1 implicit
Descriptive Sequence

Second graders
9 Carrie
10 Carl
11 Christine
12 Christopher

Goal Directed 1 explicit
Reactive Sequence
Goal Directed 1 explicit
Goal Directed 2 explicit

Third graders
13 Debra
14 Derek
15 Donna
16 Donnie

Reactive Sequence
Reactive Sequence
Descriptive Sequence
Recount

+
+
+
+

+
+

Fourth graders
17 Elizabeth
18 Elijah
19 Erin
20 Eric

Reactive Sequence
Reactive Sequence
Goal Directed 1 explicit
Goal Directed 1 explicit

+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+

Fifth graders
21 Frances
22 Frank
23 Frieda
24 Fred

Reactive Sequence
Goal Directed 2 explicit
Goal Directed 2 implicit
Reactive Sequence

+
+
+
+

+

Setting

Initiating
event

+

+
+

Attempts

Consequences

Reaction

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

In contrast to the kindergartners,only two first
graders, Ben and Brendan, wrote stories that lacked temporal sequencing. Both female first graders produced story texts that not only contained temporal sequencing but
also included a goal for their characters (Goal Directed 1,
temporally and causally connected but lacking obstacles
for characters to overcome). For the four second graders,
stories became still more sophisticated: All included temporal sequencing, and three even wrote goal-directed stories. For the third-grade group, the organizational level of
the texts seemed more like that of the kindergartners.
Asked to produce a story, Donnie instead wrote a
Recount of something that has happened to him. Donna's
story text contained no temporal sequencing whatsoever,
while Debra's and Derek's written stories lacked goals for
their characters. The fourth graders' written story texts
seemed more like those written by second graders. All
students included temporal sequencing; Erin and Eric
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+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

produced goal-directed stories. At the fifth-grade level,
Frank and Frieda produced Goal Directed 2 stories (containing obstacles); the two others did not include goals
for their characters.
Genre elements
Alan, relying on the Sonic cartoon, was the only
kindergarten child whose story character made an attempt in the text. Like Alexandra's, Alan's written story
text contained an initiating event. His text lacked even a
rudimentarysetting.
The two first-gradegirls wrote stories that included
attempts and consequences. Betsy's charactereven had an
internal reaction (italicized) in her story, which follows.
One Cat
Oncs a pon a time thirwas a cat namendsolvistrand He
Had a onr [owner]and one day He Hrda gral [hearda
growl]and he was scird[scared]thrwas a opin windo and
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Table 5

Macrolevel features of children's wordless storybook readings of Mercer Mayer'sFrog, WhereAre You?
Genre elements included

Student

level
Organization

Kindergartners
1 Alexandra
2 Alan
3 Andrea
4 Andy

Goal Directed 2
Action Sequence
Reactive Sequence
Goal Directed 2

Firstgraders
5 Betsy
6 Ben
7 Brenda
8 Brendan

Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Action Sequence
Goal Directed 2

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

Second graders
9 Carrie
10 Carl
11 Christine
12 Christopher

Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Third graders
13 Debra
14 Derek
15 Donna
16 Donnie

Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Fourth graders
17 Elizabeth
18 Elijah
19 Erin
20 Eric

Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Fifth graders
21 Frances
22 Frank
23 Frieda
24 Fred

Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2
Goal Directed 2

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Setting

+

Initiating

+
+
+
+

He gumt owt [jumpedout]the windo and he was gon for
abot 30 day'sand He coodn'tfinde wire He livs then He
ricnisde[recognized]a man and the man saw the cat and
He ricnisdethe cat and thay ranup to ech tr [eachother]
and thay livd appl ever afterThe ind
Unlike the kindergartners,all four first graders supplied
settings for their stories.
All four second-grade children included settings,
initiating events, attempts, and consequences in their stories. Christopher'sGoal Directed 2 story below also contained an indication of a character'sinternal planning
(italicized).
Once therewhere 8 astronautsin space and they where
tryingto take picturesof the planets.Therenameswere:
David,Steven,Sam,Wally,John, Alex, Kyle,andJacob.
Once they got to Jupiterthey autamaticlystartedgoing
800-MPh!TheyTriedto slow down but they couldn't!!!
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Internal
event

Internal
reaction

Attempts
plan

Consequences

Reaction

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

Then commanderJohn said "Ihave an idea!"We could
take an escape pod, put the cameraon it and and then
take picturesbecause the escape pod only has one speed"!
So that'swhat they did andJohn was right.It workedperfictleyso they took picturesof: the sun, mercury,venus,
earth,mars,Jupiter,Satern,Uranas,Neptune,and Pluto.
And came back to earthand developedthem into books!
The end
Just as with their organizational levels, the four
third-grade students were less sophisticated in their inclusion of genre elements than the four second-grade students. All third graders included settings; three included
attempts. No one produced a text with internal reactions
or plans or consequences and reactions.
All fourth-gradestudents included initiatingevents; all
included attempts.Three even included consequences and
settings. Elizabethand Erinboth produced texts in which
charactershad internalreactions, plans, and reactions.
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All fifth-grade students wrote stories that included
settings, initiating events, and attempts. Three students indicated internal reactions for their characters, and three
included the consequences of the attempts. Two students
included reactions. Frank'scomposition even included an
internal plan for his character.
Book-supported pretend story readings:
Macrolevel features
In this section, we present the results of our analysis of the pretend readings. Once again, we address the
organizational structure first and then the genre elements.
Organizational structure
In terms of organizational structure, the more scaffolded pretend reading enabled two kindergartners,three
first graders, and all older children to produce texts categorized as Goal Directed 2. For example, first grader Ben
had written the following Descriptive Sequence level
written text (lacking temporal connections) for his story
composition:
Once upon a time thairwas a deraginnaemedAlex he
was a vairybad deraginbut he didn'tnot bit The end
His pretend reading, however, was categorized as more
complex with a Goal Directed 2 structure (temporally and
causally connected; containing obstacles):
Samuelgot a new frog and his dog was looking at him.
When Samuelwent to sleep his frog jumpedaway and he
didn'tknow. He lookedin his dad'scowboy boots, under
his bed, and out the window, and his dog fell out when
he was looking out. So he went out and got him. He
called out his frog'sname. He found the hole undera beehive, but It wasn'this frog's.He looked in a squirrelhole,
but his frog wasn'tin there.He looked, and a owl came
down and he botheredhim.And he looked over a rock
with a wild, um, deer behind it. And a wild deer stopped
and he fell off and fell into the pond. He found another
hole. And therewas frogs.The End
The pictures of the wordless book drove the child's text
construction, and thus explicit goal-directed action was
established when the child stated "he looked [for the
frog]."Obstacles were included as a result of the difficulties created through the illustrations such as the owl
bothering the boy, and the boy getting caught on the
antlers of a "wild deer."
Genre elements
In terms of included genre elements, the picture is a
bit more complex. With the book's pictures supplying
scaffolding, every child included not only an initiating
event but also episodes in their pretend readings. The inclusion of consequences is also higher; three instead of
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two first graders included consequences, as did every
child in the higher grades.
On the other hand, the scaffolding appears to have
taken children's attention away from characters'internal
plans and reactions as well as from supplying a general
reaction to the story. Whereas seven children had included internal reactions in their own compositions, only
three did so in their pretend readings. The number of internal plans also dropped from four in their written compositions to only one during the pretend reading. Six
children had included reactions in their composed stories; only two did so during the pretend readings.
Children's written informational texts:
Macrolevel features
Looking across the grades at the children's written
informational compositions again reveals some interesting
indications of possible developmental patterns in children's grasp of information organization and elements at
the macrolevel (see Tables 6 and 7).
Organizational levels
With the exception of Alan who produced a
Recount, all students wrote informational texts.
Kindergartnersproduced a variety of texts from Andy's
Label (single word) for his picture of a cat to Alexandra's
Genre-Specific Statement (sentence) "[Atballet class] We
learn ballet." Andrea's composition, consisting of more
than a single T-unit, was considered an AttributeList.
Among the first graders, Brendan, just as with stories, produced a lower level of text organization than his
peers, in this case a single Genre-Specific Statement "I
can change oil in a truck."All three other first graders
wrote informational texts at the Attribute-Listlevel (randomly ordered facts). These increases in text organization
sophistication continued with the second graders, who
produced texts that ranged from AttributeLists all the
way to Unordered Paragraphs(topic introduced;
subtopics in paragraphs).
In the third-gradegroup, both girls wrote informational texts at the paragraph level. Derek's composition
on bears appeared in an AttributeList.All fourth graders
produced paragraph-level compositions; three of their
texts consisted of paragraphs where order did not play a
significant role (unordered). In the fifth-grade group,
both Frances and Frank produced paragraphs that must
appear in a particularorder. Frieda's text on her interests,
however, appeared as Complex Couplets (collection of
simple couplets serving as subtopics in the composition).
Genre elements
Only two kindergartnersincluded those genre elements described by Pappas (1986); both girls described
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characteristicevents. All four first graders supplied some
element that served as a topic statement; this pattern continued with the children from higher grades. Like the two
kindergarten girls, both first-gradegirls, Betsy and
Brenda, included characteristicevents. Betsy and Ben included descriptions of the attributes of birds and gyroscopes, respectively.
Two second graders, Carrieand Christopher, included both descriptions of attributes and characteristic
events in their compositions. Carrie'stext follows:
Scoor[Soccer]
Scooryou run.You have a ball. You play a nothrtem.
You mackgolls. You threp.You have lots and lots of fun.
A lot of pelpel like it. I like it to. I have bene playingscocr
for 4 hears.I bet you wode like it to.
The Attributesof her informational compositions include
soccer being fun and requiring a ball; characteristic
events include making goals, tripping, and having fun.
Like Carrie,Christopher included both these elements in
his composition on his fish. The two other second
graders, however, each included only one of these elements. Carl,writing about dinosaurs, included only descriptive elements, while Christine,writing about
balloons, included only characteristicevents.
The element of category comparison appears for
the first time in the compositions of third graders Donna
and Donnie; both were writing texts on Reptiles and
Amphibians. Donnie's informational text appears below.
Reptilesand Amphibians
Reptilesand amphibiansare cold blooded animalsbut amphibianslive in waterso they are different.Some reptiles
are lizardssnakes and turtlesbut there is a snake thatis a
amphibiansuch as the watersnake. Some amphibiansare
frogs, toads, and fish. I like these animalsbecause I think
they are good pets. Some are poisonous like rattlesnakes
and gila monsters.
Fourth graders Elizabeth and Erin, writing on cats and
cars respectively, also employed category comparisons.
All fifth graders included not only descriptions but
also characteristicevents in their informational texts, although none of their texts included category comparisons. Three children wrote what might be seen as final
summaries for their informational texts.
In this group of texts, Frank'scomposition on
Eskimos, which follows, merits particularattention. In our
first examination, we noted that Frank's"Eskimoze"
seemed the most complex of the four fifth-grade informational papers, even including an afterword (italicized).
Eskimoze
In the Northwesternmost stateof Alaskais one of the
most IngeniuseIndiantribeson earth.Thiswonderful
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tribeis the eskimozewho have used snow and Ice like no
one could have beleaved.It is amazinghow they made
homes by using snow, ice, root, and otherplantsto make
Ice bricksto build a dome like sheltercalled an Igloo. The
Eskimozemade goggles with slits so the blindingsnow
would not make them become blind.The Eskimozehad
greattraspertionmethedsusing dogs to pull a sled with
suppplizeand a personor tow. The Eskimozehunted
Seals, otters,walresses,and whales for food, cloths,and a
good materileto cover the frameof kayake.They also
fished a lot. I still and alwayswill thinkeskomoze are the
best of all Indiantribesand I hopeafterreadingthisyou
will thinkthesame.
Furtherthought on this composition led us to realize that
this nonnarrative composition might also be seen as what
systemic functional linguists and others consider a separate genre, described by Derewianka (1991) as an argument, a persuasive text. In this light, Frank'scomposition
can be seen as beginning with a thesis statement, setting
out his position that the "Eskimoze"are the most
"Ingeniuse"of Indian tribes. To support his position,
Frank presents his argument with the points that they
make their homes of snow and goggles with slits, have
transportationwith dogs, and make various cultural materials from the animals they hunt. Following this argument,
Frank concludes with a restatement of his position.
Fortunately, in this study, we interviewed the children after they had written their compositions. Frank explained that this was the first time that he had truly done
something he wanted in information writing. He explained, "Ireally like the Eskimos... it's just kind of neat
how they survived up there, and how they figured everything out." What Frankwanted was for his readers to see
the Eskimos as he saw them, "neat."And because of his
aim, a point to which we will return in our discussion of
our findings, we categorized this piece as a persuasive
text.
Book-supported pretend information book readings:
Macrolevel features
Table 7 reveals the differences between the informational texts children produced on their own and those
they produced during the more highly scaffolded task of
pretending to read Baby Animals. Again, we look at organizational levels first and then at the genre elements.
Organizational levels
Unlike the pretend readings of the wordless storybook, the pretend readings of the wordless informational
text did not result in more sophisticated organizational
structuresthan the children's self-generated written texts.
While seven children produced texts that would be categorized at higher levels of organizationalsophistication, nine
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Table 7

Macrolevel features of children's wordless information book pretend readings of Baby Animals
Genre Elements Included

Student

Level
Organization

Kindergartners
1 Alexandra
2 Alan
3 Andrea
4 Andy

Labels
Labels
Genre-Specific Statement
AttributeList

First graders
5 Betsy
6 Ben
7 Brenda
8 Brendan

AttributeList
Complex Couplet
Complex Couplet
HierarchicalAttributeList

Second graders
9 Carrie
10 Carl
11 Christine
12 Chris

AttributeList
HierarchicalAttributeList
Complex Couplet
Complex Couplet

Third graders
13 Debra
14 Derek
15 Donna
16 Donnie

Topic
Presentation

Descriptionof
attributes

Characteristic Category
Finalsummary Afterward
events
comparison (optional)
(optional)
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

HierarchicalAttributeList
Unordered Paragraphs
HierarchicalAttributeList
HierarchicalAttributeList

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

Fourth graders
17 Elizabeth
18 Elijah
19 Erin
20 Eric

Unordered Paragraphs
Unordered Paragraphs
Unordered Paragraphs
Unordered Paragraphs

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Fifth graders
21 Frances
22 Frank
23 Frieda
24 Fred

HierarchicalAttributeList
Unordered Paragraphs
Unordered Paragraphs
Unordered Paragraphs

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

Title

produced pretend-readingtexts that would be seen at lower levels. An example of a child's increased organization
due to scaffolding of the book is Brendan'smove from the
single Statement"Ican change oil in a truck."to the following HierarchicalAttributeListtext in which some
subtopics are beginning to include connected information.
Thereare differentkindsof kitties.And thereare different
kinds of cats.Thereare ducks.Littlebaby ducks areyellow and they'redifferentkind of birdthingsthatcan
swim. This is a leopardcub and it has good skills.It can
eat very well. Pigs can live on farmsand pigs are wild animals.Pigs are very dirty.This is a baby wallaby.A wallaby
has sharpnails.A wallabyis in the familyof kangaroos,
maybe,because it looks like a kangarooso much.
Puppies.Puppiesare very good pets for humansto have.
They are very easy to train.Some dogs are easy to train.A
fawn is kind of like a deer. A fawn is a baby deer. It does
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not have teeth and it has a very good sense of smell and
ear. A gorilla.Gorillasarevery good at swingingfrom
trees.And they like everything,they alwayssmell everything.Gorillashave four handsbecause theirfeet are
hands and theirhands are hands.(Brendan,firstgrader)
Not all children, however, were supported in the same
way by the book; some produced more complex organizational levels in their self-generated written texts. This
was the case for Frances, whose informationalcomposition and pretend readings of Baby Animals appear below.
Swimming
Swimmingis a very fun sport,but it takes lots of skill and
work. Thereare manydifferentkindsof swimmingtoo!
Likeracingor synchronizedswimming.Orjustswimming
for fun and manymore. One of my favoritepartsof swiming are lifeguardingand strokes.
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Strokesare so fun. All of the strokesI know about are:
Side Stroke,Butterfly,BreastCrawl,InvertedBreast,
InvertedSide, and the Dead Man'sfloat.The hardesone
would have to be the butterflybecause you have to circle
your arms,wiggle your body, and kick your feet all at the
same time!
My favoriteone is the dead man'sfloat because you just
lay there and you can fake people out.
Lifeguardingis fun too because you learna bunch of ways
to jumpoff of a divingboardand you get to help people
when they need help. My favoritejumpis the SavingJump
because you can jumpin withoutgoing underwater!The
point of this jumpis thatif someone went underyou can
jumpin and still see them!Well, thatis some important
facts about swimming!The End(Frances'swritteninformationaltext)
This is one of the most mature informationaltexts produced. Frances has created Ordered Paragraphs(in which
rearrangementresults in meaning change) that are connected through the use of lexical and coclassification cohesive devices. Frances'spretend reading of Baby Animals,
however, is a much simpler text; a HierarchicalAttribute
Listtext, it consists of simple and complex statements,
along with a few couplets of informationthat provide attributes of the animals pictured. Her text follows.
Baby cats have fur,eyes, hairand paws. Ducks have
webbed fee, beaks and also have fur.Leopardshave tails,
paws, fur and are related,are in the cat family.Pigs have
snouts, tails,and Wallabieshave fur,tailsand claws.
Puppieshave paws, fur,whiskersand tails.Fawnshave a
shorttailwhich is hardto see. They have noes justlike
dogs. Gorillashave hands thatare like humans,kind of,
and they have fur and ears and look like humans.
Genre elements
Topic presentation declined with the pretend readof
ings Baby Animals. No third, fourth, or fifth grader included any topical information at all. Topic presentation
dropped at second- and first-gradelevels as well.
On the other hand, the pretend-reading task supported a greater use of descriptions. Whereas no kindergarten child produced this genre element in their
self-generated compositions, Alan and Andrea included
these in their pretend readings. And whereas only two
first graders, Betsy and Ben, included attributedescriptions in their own compositions, all four children did so
in their pretend readings. This general trend of greater attribute descriptions in the pretend readings is seen for
upper grade children as well.
A similar picture appears with the characteristicevents element. Whereas 7 of the 24 children did not include any characteristicevents in their self-generated
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compositions, only 2 children did not do so in their pretend readings.
As regards the element of category comparison, the
more scaffolded pretend reading made little difference. As
with the written compositions, no child younger than third
grade created comparisons. Final summary and afterward,
both present only in the written compositions of fifth
graders, did not appear in any child's pretend reading.
What children say about their writing versus what
they do in their writing
As explained in the methods section, the final task
for all 24 children, which provided minimal scaffolding by
placing their compositions in front of them, was having
them describe the various processes used in producing
their written pieces. In the two sections that follow, we
look at what children explained about writing stories and
informational texts. In each section, we point to differences between what children were able to articulateand
what they had actually displayed in their compositions.
What children said about writing stories
As was indicated earlier, children were asked four
different questions about writing stories. Their responses
to each question appear in the four sections that follow.
How do you write a story?As can be seen in Table
children's
8,
responses to this question were seen as
into
one
of four categories. At the lowest level, bafalling
do
it"
sically "just
responses, are the four kindergarten
students and second-grader Christopher. Of the four
kindergartners,only Alan had produced a Goal Directed
story (see Table 4). Even he was unable to verbalize his
process, responding, "You write something." Similarly,
second grader Christopher'sresponse "Ijust thought of it"
in no way reflects the sophistication of his story. His Goal
Directed 2 story (containing obstacles) about astronauts,
presented earlier, even contained a character'sinternal
planning. Over half of the children provided responses
that fell in the second level, that they had made the story
up. This group included first- through fifth-grade students. Interestingly, 3 of the 4 fourth and 2 of the 4 fifth
graders offered "I made it up" explanations. "Makingup"
a story seems to refer to its fictional quality.
Six children supplied more detailed thinking about
their thought processes; all mentioned the characters they
had created. Carl, the only second grader who failed to
produce a Goal Directed 1 or 2 story, was nonetheless
the only second grader to have included an internal reaction for his character--"he got so scared."Third graders
Debra, Derek, and Donnie all included attempts in their
compositions. Donna, the other third grader, is found in
the "Imade it up" category; her composition, a
Descriptive Sequence (lacking temporal and causal con-
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Table 8

The nature of children's responses to questions about writing story texts

Question

Examples of children's responses

Children (grade)

How do you write a story?

"I just do."
"Draw a picture and write words."

Alexandra, Alan, Andrea, Andy (K)
Christopher(2)

"I made it up."

Betsy, Ben, Brenda, Brendan (1)
Carrie,Christine(2)
Donna (3)
Elizabeth, Elijah,Erin (4)
Frances, Fred (5)

"I think about what I want to write then I put 'Once upon a time'
and then write about the main characters."

Carl (2)
Debra, Derek, Donnie (3)
Eric (4)

"Firstyou think of an idea from your imagination and after that you think
of what's going to happen and how you're going to have a solution
to your story."

Frank,Frieda (5)

"Idon't know."

Alexandra (K)
Carrie(2)
Donnie (3)

"Because that's the start of a story."
"It'sa fairy tale."

Alan, Andrea, Andy (K)
Betsy, Ben, Brenda, Brendan (1)
Carl, Christopher(2)
Derek, Donna (3)
Elizabeth, Elijah,Erin (4)
Frances, Fred, Frank (5)

"That'show you start a story, what it's gonna be about and what
it's gonna do."

Christine (2) , Debra (3)
Eric (4),
Frieda (5)

"Idon't know."

Alexandra, Andy (K)
Carrie(2)
Donnie (3)

"I just added on things."
"I just think of it.

Alan, Andrea (K)
Betsy, Ben, Brenda, Brendan (1)
Carl, Christine,Chris (2)
Debra, Derek, Donna (3)
Elijah (4)
Frances, Frieda (5)

"They need to know characters before you put the story.
Tells what they're doing."

Elizabeth , Eric (4)
Fred (5)

"You put the main thing that happens and little details. There's a beginning,
and a middle where there's a problem, and there's a conclusion."

Erin (4)
Frank (5)

"I don't know."

Alexandra, Alan, Andrea, Andy (K)
Brenda (1)
Carrie,Carl (2)
Debra (3)

"That'show it ended."

Betsy (1)
Christopher(2)
Derek (3)
Elizabeth, Elijah(4)
Fred (5)

"I like happy endings."

Ben, Brendan (1)
Christine(2)
Donna, Donnie (3)
Eric (4)
Frances, Frank, Frieda (5)

"To tell the plan succeeded and then I put 'The End.'"

Erin (4)

Why did you startyour
story like this?

How did you know what
to write next and what order
to put it in?

Why did you end your
story like this?
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nections), contained only one genre element-setting
(see Table 4). Eric is one of two fourth graders to produce a Goal Directed 1 story (no obstacles for character
to overcome); his response to the question also falls in
this category.
Fifth graders Frank and Frieda, both writers of GoalDirected 2 stories (temporally, causally connected, containing obstacles), offered more complicated
explanations. Frieda's included an audience awareness,
"You catch the reader's attention in the beginning and
then just put little details of what happened in the story."
Frank's explanation, which appears in Table 8, stresses
the complication and resolution.
Why did you startyour story like that? Children'sresponses to this question were seen as falling within three
different categories. Third grader Donnie, who had supplied one of the more articulate responses to the first
question, simply indicated that he did not know why he
had started his story as he did. It should be recalled,
however, that Donnie did not write a story. Instead, his
text was a Recount, in which he described catching
lizards on a camping trip. By far, the majorityof children,
from kindergarten through fifth grade, indicated that they
began their stories as they did because of their knowledge of how stories start. Only second grader Christine,
third grader Debra, fourth grader Eric, and fifth grader
Frieda supplied an answer that suggested that how a story began might in some way be influenced by the larger
text. An example is third grader Debra's response that "I
had an idea of my story, and Shiloh was always going to
be sleepy, and I wanted people to know what type of
day it was." She was asked, "Whynot start with 'Once
upon a time'?"to which Debra replied "because that's a
little too ordinary."Surprisingly,of this third group, only
Debra's story falls below the Goal Directed 1 level.
How did you know what to write next? Children
were asked to describe their process for moving beyond
story beginnings and for considering how story texts
should be ordered. For this response, kindergartnerAndy
joined Alexandra, Carrie,and Donnie in indicating that he
did not know (or could not explain) how he had determined what to write. Once again, the majorityof children's responses fall into a single category, in this case, a
category that indicates that little prior planning was done.
From kindergarten through fifth grade, children simply
said that they thought about it and added more to their
stories. Frieda, normally articulate about her approach to
writing, is found in this group.
Only fourth and fifth graders supplied information
that indicated that more planning might be involved. Fifth
grader Frank and fourth grader Erin, authors of two of
the most sophisticated story texts produced in the study
in terms of genre elements (both even include Reactions),
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moved beyond theirpeers to define a story'sstructure.
Erin described the process in the following way:
I startthinkingaboutwhat I want to writefirstor I think
abouthow I writea storyand what I want to write.And
so I have eitherwrittena storyaboutthis, or something
similarto this before or I had read it, but I changed it, eitherway, and I firstput once upon a time because that's
how a lot of storiesstart.And I wrote aboutthe maincharacterand I told aboutwhat the maincharacterhad.
Frank'sdescription is even more specific about the nature
of the problem/solution aspect of stories, not surprising
given that he had focused on it in an earlier response.
FirstI had to thinkof what the problemwas at the beginning and I thoughtit shouldbe a demon because that's
what usuallyhappens in fantasystories.I made it so they
could defeatthe demon.A greatwarriorcomes, saves
them, and that'show they defeatthe demon.
Whydid you end your story this way? For this questhe
"don't know" group expanded to include first
tion,
grader Brenda, second grader Carl,and third grader
Debra, all of whom had supplied somewhat more indepth responses to all previous questions. This question
seemed difficult for all the children; only 10 were able to
articulate something more than "that'show it ended."
Nine of these responses, including those from three of
the fifth graders, fell into a "happy ending" category.
Only fourth grader Erin indicated that the ending in some
way links to the character'sgoal. She explained her
choice of ending, "Because they wanted to get rid of the
baby bothering them and so at the end they said 'and after that the baby never bothered them again' after their
plan succeeded."
What children said about writing informational texts
In a procedure identical to that followed with their
story texts, children were also asked four different questions about writing informational texts. Their responses to
each question appear in the four sections that follow.
How do you write about information? Children's responses to this opening question on writing informational
pieces once again fall into four categories (see Table 9).
The "don'tknow" group is almost identical to the
"don'tknow" group for stories. Betsy, who knew she had
made her story up, was unable to discuss the process she
had used to create her AttributeList on birds.
Eight children, from kindergarten through fourth
grade, indicated that the topic must be something true (or
real). Carl and Eric, both in a higher category for this
question in their responses to writing stories, had been
able to describe writing stories with much greater detail.
Carl had explained, "Firstyou put 'Once upon a time
there was a boy' or something or 'Once there was a boy'
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Table 9

The nature of children's responses to questions about writing information texts

Question

Examples of children's responses

Children (grade)

How do you write
about information?

"I don't know."

Alan, Alexandra, Andrea, Andy (K)
Betsy (1)
Christopher (2)

"You write something you know that's true."

Ben, Brenda, Brendan (1)
Carrie,Carl (2)
Derek, Donnie (3)
Eric (4)

"Justtell facts; write facts about the person, animal, or thing."

Christine(2)
Donna (3)
Elizabeth, Elijah(4)
Frieda, Fred (5)

"I thought of something I know a lot about and put swimming is a fun sport. Debra (3)
Then you say different types and how to do them. Say what's important."
Erin (4)
Frances, Frank (5)
Why did you startyour
informationalwriting like this?

How did you know what to
write next and what order
to put it in?

Why did you end your
piece like this?
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"Idon't know."
"Ijust thought it up."

Alexandra,Alan, Andrea, Andy (K)
Brendan, Ben (1)
Carrie,Carl, Christopher(2)
Donnie (3)

"Iwanted them to know I know about parrots."

Betsy (1)
Debra, Donna (3)
Elizabeth, Elijah(4)
Frances, Frank, Frieda, Fred (5)

"Because it's information. You don't do it like a story.
You start it by the topic"

Brenda (1)
Christine(2)
Derek (3)
Eric, Erin (4)

"Idon't know."

Alexandra, Alan, Andrea, Andy (K)
Brenda, Brendan (1)
Carrie(2)
Donnie (3)

"Whatgoes there."

Carl(2)
Donna (3)

"Ijust think what they do and write it down."
"Writewhat was important about it. I just choose one fact and write it
down. Then I choose another."

Betsy, Ben (1)
Christine, Christopher(2)
Debra, Derek (3)
Elizabeth, Elijah,Eric (4)
Frank, Frieda, Fred (5)

"Inthe beginning I put 'Carsare neat' and in the middle I told why neat
and interesting, and the end is to tell the reader you're finished."

Erin (4)
Frances (5)

"I don't know."

Alexandra, Alan, Andrea, Andy (K)
Carrie(2)
Brenda, Brendan (1)

"That'sthe only thing to put."

Betsy, Ben (1)
Carl, Christine,Christopher(2)
Derek (3) Elizabeth (4)
Frances, Frieda (5)

"It'sthe last thing."

Debra, Donna, Donnie (3)
Eric (4)
Frank, Fred (5)

"The end. Is kind of telling the reader that you're done. You don't put
'The End' because it doesn't have that."

Elijah,Erin (4)
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or 'Once there was a girl.' You write what he did and
stuff."For his informational text explanation, he replied,
"Ijust know stuff."
On the other hand, Christine, Donna, Elizabeth,
Elijah,Fred, and Frank, who had been in the "made it
up" category for writing stories (see Table 8), all supplied
more detail about writing an informational text. Frieda,
whose answer for stories (presented above) had been
one of the most complex, was also placed in the thirdlevel group.
Third grader Debra, fourth grader Erin, and fifth
graders Francis and Frank all offered a response that indicated that the planning for informational texts involved a
consideration of openings, major points, and relative importance. All four had been placed in lower categories
for their story responses (see Table 8); Erin, Frances, and
Frankwere in the "made it up" category. Of this group,
only Erin composed an informational text that fell below
the Ordered Paragraphslevel (see Table 6). Her
Unordered Paragraphtext (topic introduced; subtopics in
paragraphs;order unimportant to meaning), which follows, is still quite complex in its inclusion of a topic orientation, attributedescriptions, comparisons,
characteristicevents, and even a final summary. The
paragraphs could, however, be reorganized without loss
of meaning.
Cars
Carsare neat. Carshave a lot of things.They have transmissions,engines, a fan belt, and a lot more.Carsare useful for manythings.I like carsbecause they are fasterthan
bikes or skates.Everygood thing has its bads. Carsneed
gasolinebecause the engine uses it to burnand makethe
car go. If you go throughan Emmissionstest, and your car
puts out too much exhaust,you will need to buy a new
engine. An Emmissionstest is somethingyour car has to
take every few years.The Emmissionstest is makingsure
your car is not pollutingthe airtoo much, and thatyour
car is safe to drive.
Carsneed to get cleaned,justlike people do, but not as
often. Carsoften need mechanicsto fix them. A mechanic
is a personwho has studiedall aboutcars,and how to fix
them. If your car has an ail leak or an anti-freezeleak, you
need to go to a mechanic.Carsalso need hoods, doors,
and maybe even an opening in the roof. Carsalso need
rubbertube coveringover the plugs, so if watergets in it,
the engine will not die. Carsare very interesting.
Erin'sresponse, "Inthe beginning I put 'Carsare neat,'
and in the middle I told why neat and interesting, and
the end is to tell the reader you're finished," closely
matches her composition and even includes audience
awareness.
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Why did you startyour informational writing this
way? While only 3 children had been unable to answer
this question for stories, 10 children, ranging from kindergarten through third grade, were unable to articulatea
reason for how they began their informational pieces.
Nine children, however, gave responses that indicated
audience awareness; this group included all 4 fifth-grade
students. All members of this second category had included a topic presentation genre element in their compositions (see Table 6). Betsy, the youngest child in this
group, was the only first grader to include both descriptions and characteristicevents. In the final category, five
children indicated that informational texts began differently from stories and that writers needed to begin with
topical information. Interestingly, despite her rather higher-level response to the question, which appears as the
example for the category in Table 9, first grader Brenda's
composition on CarlsbadCaverns is not as sophisticated
in its range of genre elements as Betsy's.
How did you know what to write next and what order to put it in? Ten of the 24 children could offer little beyond "the next thing"in response to this question. Twelve
children, whose compositions range from AttributeLists
(randomly ordered facts) to Ordered Paragraphs(rearrangementresults in meaning change), indicated that
some thought was involved in determining what to write
next. Firstgraders Betsy's and Ben's compositions, on
birds and gyroscopes respectively, are AttributeLists;each
includes descriptions. Ben's text reads, "Ilike my gyroscope because it's science. It runs by speed." Ben's response "WellI gotta write something that goes with the
first thing I wrote" is demonstrated in his composition
about his gyroscope in which the second fact "itruns by
speed" is clearly referringto the gyroscope.
Fourth grader Erin and fifth grader Frances both indicated that the "next"in informational compositions
must serve to support the topic. Frances, who had explained that "you just think of what would fit in next" for
her story response, indicated that importance to the topic
was key in determining what would come next for informational writing.
Why did you end yourpiece like this?With answers
that ranged from a straight up "don'tknow" to "it'sthe
last thing," 22 children had difficulty responding to this
question. Despite the fact that their compositions include
final summaries, Frances, Frank, and Frieda were members of this group.
Only fourth graders Elijahand Erin indicated that
the end of an informational text must differ from that of a
story, as explained by Erin below (questions in brackets
are additional prompts).
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At the ending I put carsare interestingand in the middleI
told why they were neat and why they were interesting.
It'sjustkind of tellingthe readeryou'redone. [Whynot
because informationthingsdon'thave that.I
"TheEnd"?]
put it in the storyI thinkbut informationwritingdoesn't
have that.[Whynot?]Cuz...youdon'thave a plot and you
don'tfigureout somethingand then say "TheEnd"that
was the end, we figuredit out, now go. In this, we justsay
"Carsarevery interesting,"and that'sin otherwords saying "theend."
Elijah,who had written about Mike Piazza, explained that
he had based his ending on the chronological ordering in
his text. His response to the same question for story texts
had simply been "That'show it ended."
How stories and informational texts differ
The third writing prompt for second through fifth
graders had asked for them to discuss how stories and informational texts differed; younger children were asked
this question during their interview sessions. Many of the
younger children were unable to explain the differences.
Alan, Andrea, Andy, and Ben said they didn't know.
Carrieand Christine simply said the two were different.
Alexandra and Christophernoted that each of their writings was on a different topic. However, children as
young as first grade were able to refer to a fiction/nonfiction distinction. In this category were Betsy, Carl, Debra,
Derek, Donnie, and Frieda. Some children elaborated on
the fiction/nonfiction distinction, calling attention to other
features of the texts, such as tone. In this category were
first graders Brenda and Brendan, as well as the uppergrade students Donna, Eric, and Frank. Certainfourth and
fifth graders went beyond the simple fiction/nonfiction
distinction to indicate that stories were not necessarily
made up but could be based on actual occurrences. As
Elijahsuccinctly explained, "Writingabout information,
you can write facts about animals, places or peoples. And
in a story you can write something that's nonfiction or
fiction."
Children's thoughts on ease of story and
informational writing
As explained in the methods section, during their
interviews children were asked whether they found informational texts or stories easier to write. Six children,
Alexandra, Alan, Carrie,Carl, Christopher,and Donnie,
could not say which was easier. As Tables 8 and 9 indicate, these children frequently found themselves unable
to explain their thinking. Eleven children, Ben, Christine,
Debra, Derek, Donna, Elizabeth, Erin, Francis, Frank,
Frieda, and Fred, thought that stories were easier to write.
Most of them indicated that stories could simply be
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thought up, whereas information might need to be researched.
Six children, Andrea, Andy, Betsy, Brenda, Elijah,
and Eric, thought that informationaltexts were easier to
write. Their reasons for informationalwriting being easier
ranged from thoughts that "storieshave more pages" to
Eric'scomment that "you don't have to come up with a
story."
Genre knowledge in texts produced and
read by others
The pretend readings of wordless-story and informational texts, described in an earlier results section,
were immediately followed by a middle level scaffolding
task in which children were asked for definitions of story
and information books. Table 10 presents this information in the columns Storybook Definition and Information
Book Definition.
Storybookdefinitions
Our constant comparative analysis revealed five different categories of response. These ranged from a "don't
know" category to a "words and pictures"category to the
"story"category to the "made up" category to the
"action/plot"category. As we have noted throughout the
results, younger children generally supplied rather simplistic responses, from not knowing to simply saying that
a story was a story. Eleven children, including first
graders Betsy and Ben, spoke of the imaginary or "made
up" nature of stories. Other children went beyond the fictional aspects to indicate that plot was an important facet
of story. Of note is the definition offered by first grader
Brendan: "Astory tells about something that happens that
is good or bad at the end and you never know what happens until you read it."
Information book definitions
For the children's information book definitions, our
analysis revealed four categories. These ranged from the
"don't know" to the "truthabout" to the "information
about" to the "explanation"category. Only two children,
Alexandra and Carrie,fell into a "don'tknow" category.
All other 22 students, as Table 10 indicates, were able to
indicate that information books dealt with a topic. Five
children, Alan, Ben, Donna, Donnie, and Frank, indicated
that the information must be true (truth about). The majority of children (15) offered a definition that included
the word information (information about). The sophisticated fourth-grade writers Eric and Erin supplied definitions that included genre elements and a function of
informationalbooks, to explain (explains).
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Judging a book by its cover: Criteria for determining
genre before reading a book
In the middle level-scaffolded, book-sorting task
that immediately followed the definitions task, children
suggested a number of features that led them to believe
that the book they were looking at was either a story or
informational text (see Table 11). These features included title length, reality versus fantasy content, and cover
illustrations.
Titlelength
KindergartnerAndrea, all four first graders, all four
second graders, all four fourth graders, as well as all four
fifth graders relied upon the title of the book to suggest
book type. In general, the children's responses indicated
that one-word titles were likely to be information books,
while longer titles would probably signify storybooks.
This occasionally led to some problems. As can be seen
by the plusses in the Owl column of Table 10, most children who used title as a criteriacorrectly identified The
Owl and the Woodpeckeras a storybook; kindergartner
Andrea, however, thought this would be an information
book. The title of Cockatoosled a number of students, including fifth graders Frances and Frank, to incorrectly
identify the text as an information book (note the minuses in the Cockatoos column in Table 10). For the information book Elephants on the Beach, first graders Brenda
and Brendan, second grader Carl,fourth grader Erin, and
fifth grader Frank indicated that the title sounded like it
would supply information. However, fifth grader Fred
thought that particulartitle might fit a story. As the
Elephant column of Table 10 indicates, most children correctly identified Elephants on the Beach as an information
book before hearing it read aloud.
Reality/fantasy
A smaller number of children used a real/nonreal
distinction to guide their thoughts about genre. Third
grader Debra particularlyrelied upon this criterion, mentioning it for three of the four books presented. Most
commonly, this criterion resulted in incorrect identifications. Firstgrader Betsy, third graders Debra and Donna,
and fourth grader Erin all considered this in deciding that
Quenton Blake's (1992) Cockatooswas likely an information book. Debra decided that Elephants on the Beach
must be a storybook. Interestingly, five boys, first grader
Brendan, third graders Derek and Donnie, fourth grader
Elijah,and fifth grader Frank all decided that Cockatoos
must be a story because cockatoos were not likely real.
Cover illustrations
The medium employed in the cover illustrationguided quite a few children in their determinationsof genre.
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Gail Gibbons's (1984) Tunnels,like her other self-illustrated works, features painted illustrations.Colleen Bare's
(1990) Elephantson the Beach, on the other hand, contains
numerous photographs. For the children of this study, the
photograph versus painted illustrationwas a compelling
distinction. Only six of the children-kindergartner
Alexandra,firstgraders Brenda and Brendan, second grader Christine,thirdgrader Debra, and fourth grader
Donnie-did not use the photographs in deciding that
Elephantson the Beach was an informationbook. This reliance upon the photographs-realitylink caused children
from kindergartenthrough third grade to incorrectlyassume that Gibbons's (1984) Tunnelswas a story text.
Criteria for determining genre after reading a book
After listening to the researcher read the books, the
children were given a second opportunity to assess genre
(see the second column of Table 11 for a detailed presentation of the children's responses). Table 10, in the
columns labeled Storybooks and Information Books, presents only the children's first response to what had finally
led them to their decision about the genres of the books.
What indicates that a storybookis a story?
A first look at the children's final determining factor
reveals that 9 children used a negative-"not real,"not
about," "not information"-as their most salient criterion
for deciding the genre of Brian Wildsmith's The Owl and
the Woodpecker.This number jumps to 12 for the frequently misidentified Cockatoos.The reality/fantasy distinction (including "talkinganimals")proved important to
most of the children.
Four children noted that the formulaic opening of
the book, "Once upon a time" (OUAT), let them know
the book was a story. It may have been this that first
grader Betsy was indicating when she said it sounded
like a story. Sensitivity to language was also evident in
the responses of fifth graders Frances and Frank. Each indicated that a book that focused on one character,as opposed to describing a group, was likely to be a
storybook. As Frances explained after listening to the
book, "You can tell [it's a story] because it's talking about
one woodpecker. And if it were a book of woodpeckers
or owls, it would be talking about woodpeckers not just
a woodpecker."
Other fourth and fifth graders used similarly sophisticated aspects of stories to explain their decisions. Elijah
indicated that the character had a goal. Erin, Eric, Frank,
and Frieda all noted that a storybook had a problem for a
character;Fred spoke about a trick that had been played.
Eric noted that there seemed to be a moral to the story in
Cockatoos.
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Table 11

Salient criteria in children's determinations of genre during the book-sorting task before and after reading

Books

Criteriachildrenused for initialdecisionsbeforereading

Criteriathatalteredor confirmedchildren'sdecisionsfollowingthe reading

Tunnels

One-word title = Information
"Because the title is Tunnels"'3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24

Purpose: Tells about
"Ittells about it like a tunnel is wide" 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
15, 17, 18, 119, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

Reality = Information
"Tunnels are a real thing" 13

Reality
"It'strue like moles make holes" 16

Colorful illustrations = Story
"Lookslike a story" 2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16
Words = Story "Storieshave words" 1, 5

Language
"It'stelling kind of info like 'Most tunnels are long and dug
underground"'14

Information

The Owl
No reason "It'sa story"6
and the
Woodpecker Title = Story
"Sounds like a story" 5, 7, 11, 17, 21
"Because the title didn't just say one word" 8, 9, 10, 12, 20
Story
Title=Information
"Itwill tell about an owl and a woodpecker" 3

Words and Pictures = Story
"Wordsand pictures are in stories" 1
Purpose: Not telling about
"It'snot telling about them [owl & woodpecker]" 3, 8, 9, 10, 12
Goal: Solve the problem
"Itstelling about the owl gets mad and he..." 19, 20, 22, 23, 24
Language
"Ithas 'Once upon a time'!"4, 5, 6, 15, 18, 19
"It'stalking about one woodpecker. In a book of owls it would be talking
about woodpeckers and owls not just a woodpecker and a owl. 21

"Coverillustration= Story
"Animalson cover look like friends" 12, 15
"Itlooks like the owl might be talking to the woodpecker" Reality/fantasy
"It'sa make-believe story, animals can't talk" 2, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
4, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24
"Not real pictures" 2
18, 21
Cockatoos

No reason "It'sa story" 4, 6

Story

One-word title = Information
"By the title it might be about birds and how they fly"
3, 9, 10, 11, 21, 23, 24
Reality = Information
"I have one.... It is a real bird" 5, 13, 15, 19
Fantasy = StoryFantasy = Story
"I don't think cockadoodles are real"(story) 8, 14, 16,
18, 22
Colorful illustrations = Story
"Itlooks like it" 2, 7, 12, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23

Purpose: Not telling about
"It'snot telling about cockatoos" 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19
Language
"Iwas wrong. It was a story cuz, see, most stories make up words...and it
did really sound like a story"4, 5, 8, 22
Goal: Solve the problem
"He's trying to find his cockatoos" 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24
Reality fantasy
"It'sa made-up story...birds wouldn't really want to play a game with him"
6, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21
Illustrations"Picturesare like a storybook" 2

Either
"Itcould be both" 19, 21, 23
Elephants on
the Beach

Title = Information "Informationbook because it goes
'Elephants on the Beach'" 7, 8, 10, 19, 22

Information

Title = Story "Sounds like a story" 24

Purpose: Tells about
"Ittells about elephants" 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19
"It'stelling where they live and what they do" 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21,
23, 24

Photographs = Information
"It'sinformation because of the real photographs"
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

Language
"Because a person wrote it, and they're saying 'They' not, urn,
imaginary things" 6

Reality/fantasy
"It'sa story, elephants don't go on the beach" 11, 13

Photographs
"Ithas real pictures" 2

Numberscorrespondto those used in all previoustables.1-4 = Kindergartners,
5-8 = firstgraders,9-12 = secondgraders,13-16 = thirdgraders,17-20= fourthgraders,
21-24 = fifthgraders
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What indicates that an information book is an
information book?
What is impressive in the children's final determinin deciding that the book was an information
factor
ing
book is the number who used the word about. From
kindergarten through fifth grade, children indicated that
the book they had just listened to told about something.
Many of those who did not use the word about indicated
that the book supplied descriptions of the typology or
supplied information about a process whereby the reader
could make tunnels just like the people in the book.
Unlike the storybook definitions, only two children supplied a negative cast to the final factor. Firstgraders Ben
and Brenda both indicated that Elephants on the Beach
was not imaginary. Fourth grader Donnie echoed this reality/fantasy distinction; he said the book was true.
What children could explain versus their actual
performance
Table 10 enables us to look across the tasks that the
children completed for the study. In the following sections, we will examine the children by grade level.
Kindergartners
Kindergartnerswere clearly less sophisticated than
the older children in their abilities to produce and to explain. Alexandra produced Statements for both of her
compositions, was unable to say which had been easier
to write, and repeatedly responded "Idon't know" to the
various questions. Alan, too, had great difficulty answering questions. He had produced a Goal-Directed 1 story,
produced a Recount instead of an informational text, and
while unsure how his compositions differed, was able to
indicate that information books were true. He used this
true/not real distinction in being sure that The Owl and
the Woodpeckerwas a story, and he understood that
Tunnels was an information book because it told about
tunnels. Andrea operated with an understanding that
writing was "about."Both her compositions consisted of
descriptive items; for her, storybooks were not about a
topic while information books were. Andy's compositions
were the least sophisticated; each was a Label (single
word). However, Andy's responses to questions indicated
that he understood that language marked a particular
genre. Hearing "Once upon a time" as the researcher began The Owl and the Woodpecker,Andy shouted, "It's
this!"and indicated the book was a story. He also understood that information books were about a topic; this he
indicated in both his definition and his response to
Elephants on the Beach.
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Firstgraders
Firstgraders were far more sophisticated than their
kindergarten colleagues. Betsy produced a Goal Directed
1 story, knew that storybooks were "made up" and that
they "sounded"a certain way. She created an AttributeList-level informational text, knew that information books
told about something, and believed that they were easier
to write because they could be written on anything.
(Certainly, an informational text that was basically a list
had to have been easier to produce than her goal-directed
story.) Ben's answers indicated that he was quite clear on
the imaginary/true distinctions between story and informational texts, although he was unable to tell how his
Descriptive-Sequence story (lacking temporal connections) and Attribute-Listtexts differed. Ben also knew that
stories had particularlanguage associated with them, and
used the "Once upon a time" opening to determine that
The Owl and the Woodpeckerwas a storybook. Although
Brenda wrote a Goal-Directed-2-level story, her ability to
articulate her understandings was similar to Ben's.
Brendan was unique amongst the first graders. His
written texts display relatively low-level organizational
structures;he was the only first grader who produced a
Genre-Specific Statement for an informational text.
However, he understood that there was a fiction/nonfiction distinction to the two genres. His extremely sophisticated story definition appeared earlier in this article, and
his awareness that informational texts were about something was reflected in all his book-identification tasks.
Second graders
The second graders present an interesting picture.
The compositions they produced were sophisticated.
Three of the four students wrote goal-directed stories,
while the fourth, Carl, produced an informational composition with an Unordered Paragraphstructure(topic introduced; subtopics in paragraphs). However, their ability to
discuss what they had done was less sophisticated than
the first graders. Where first graders were able to state
definitively which text had been easier to produce, only
one second grader, Christine,could suggest that for her a
story was easier to write because it could be made up.
Their comments on how their texts differed were also unsophisticated; only Carlwas able to discuss a fiction/nonfiction distinction. None of them could define a
storybook with anything beyond the words that it told a
story. Three of them were, however, able to articulate
that information books were about something. Though
Christinehad only been able to say the two texts were
different, she did understand that real/imaginary difference. Her responses to the information books in the
book-sorting task indicated that she understood the genre
elements common to information books.
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This attention to genre elements at second grade is
visible in Tables 4 and 6 as well. While Carriecreated an
AttributeList on soccer for her informational text, it contained topic presentation, descriptions, and characteristic
events. As noted earlier, all second graders included settings, initiating events, attempts, and consequences in
their story compositions.
Thirdgraders
No third grader produced a goal-directed story; in
Donnie
wrote a Recount. None of them included
fact,
any consequences and only two supplied initiating
events. All focused their definitions of stories on the
imaginary quality; all indicated that Cockatoos had to be a
story because it was not real. Three of them noted that
The Owl and the Woodpeckerwas a story because there
were no real talking animals; Donna focused upon its formulaic "once upon a time" opening.
However, the informational texts written by the
third graders were all more sophisticated than those produced by the second graders. Three children included
descriptions of attributes, all included characteristic
events, and two, Donna and Donnie, even included category comparison as they wrote about reptiles and amphibians.
Fourth graders
Fourth graders in general wrote texts and understood genre in a far more sophisticated way than the
third graders. Both girls produced very sophisticated stories, each including all possible genre elements, even
though Elizabeth's text was determined to be only at the
Reactive-Sequence level of organization (lacking goal-directed action). Both also produced very successful informational compositions. Writing on cats, Elizabeth's
composition contained all obligatory genre elements except characteristicevents, while Erin'scomposition on
cars had them all.
Both fourth-grade boys thought informational texts
were easier to write than stories, although their reasoning
was rather different. Elijahproduced Unordered
Paragraphson Michael Piazza (topic introduced;
subtopics in paragraphs);his story, however, which contained only the genre elements of initiating event and attempts was categorized at the Reactive Sequence level
(lacking goal-directed action). Elijahexplained that information was easier to write because stories tended to have
more pages. Eric, on the other hand, was a rather sophisticated writer. His Ordered Paragraphson the topic of
preserving (rearrangement results in meaning change)
seemed equivalent in complexity to his Goal Directed 1
story (lacking obstacles for character). In terms of included genre elements, Eric's story does appear to have been
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more difficult for him to produce; no internal aspects are
included for his characters.
The fourth graders' responses to questions also revealed sophisticated understandings. Three of the four
students even indicated that stories could be true as well
as imaginary. Erin and Eric, writers of the two Goal
Directed level texts, explained that stories had action and
plot, and that information books served to explain things
to people. Eric mentioned the problem and the moral as
his deciding factors in determining genre, while Erin also
mentioned the problem as a determining factor.
Fifth graders
Like the fourth graders, two fifth graders produced
Reactive Sequence organizations for their stories; Frank
and Frieda, on the other hand, both wrote Goal Directed
2 stories. All four children indicated that for them stories
were easier to compose. Though Frieda's informational
text reflected a Complex Couplet organization (several
statements, each with related description), her understanding of story structurewas quite sophisticated. Her
storybook definition addressed action and plot, and the
problems in the two storybooks of the book-sorting task
guided her decisions. While Frances's story composition
was less sophisticated in organization than her informational text, she was quite sophisticated in her answers to
questions. She, too, indicated that not all stories were
imaginary, and she noted a very sophisticated linguistic
characteristicof stories that we presented earlier; stories
are about a specific individual and groups rather than
about general groups.
Frank's strength in writing has been noted earlier.
His Goal Directed 2 story contained every genre element
with the exception of an internal reaction for his character. In his informational composition on Eskimos, Frank
was the only child to produce a text with an afterward (if
his text is seen as an informational report). Just like
Frances, Frank noted the general/specific distinction between stories as he explained his final decision about the
genre of Cockatoos.Fred composed less sophisticated
texts than Frances and Frank;his story's organization was
categorized at the relatively lower level of Reactive
Sequence (lacking goal-directed action). Fred understood
that not all stories were imaginary. While he was not able
to use terminology in as sophisticated a fashion as the
other fifth graders, Fred focused upon genre elements as
deciding factors in his categorization of three of the
books in the book-sorting task.

Discussion
Before turning to a discussion of our findings, we
would like to acknowledge the limitations of this study.
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First and foremost, we are bound in our findings by our
choices-choices of theories to follow, types of tasks we
administered and the order in which we administered
them, the numbers and backgrounds of the students we
studied, and the types of analyses we chose to conduct.
We might, for example, have relied upon the work
of Propp (1968) for our examination of story structures
rather than looking to Stein (Stein & Albro, 1997; Stein &
Glenn, 1979; Stein & Policastro, 1984) for our model. Or
we might instead have adopted a definition of story that
required only temporally related events instead of a goal
orientation, a point to which we return shortly. We might
have chosen to do a longitudinal ethnographic study that
supplied information on the instruction children received
and its influence on their writing. We might have chosen
to observe children as they wrote two texts from each of
the school genres--one from our prompt and another
that they developed over time with instructionalsupport.
We chose to begin this basic research by looking at
upper-middle-class, mainstream students. We did so because this population, in general, has had the greatest
opportunity for frequent exposure to many types of written texts. We might, however, have created a larger,
cross-culturalstudy. We might have decided to look at
more children in fewer grades.
Our findings on the children's pretend readings
were surely affected by the nature of the books we selected to use. While Baby Animals, for example, worked
well in eliciting pretend readings from younger children,
its topic and format may not have been of sufficient interest to children above second grade. This may have led
them to produce less sophisticated pretend readings than
they might have with a book on a more intriguing topic
for older children. We might have asked children to create their own categories during the book-sorting task,
rather than limiting them (and ourselves) to looking
merely at story and informational texts. Such a choice
would, no doubt, have yielded a very different slice of
the generic pie.
Then, too, the order of presentation we chose
might have enabled certain children to learn more about
genre and to expand their understandings of genre
through the series of tasks. As Smagorinsky (1995) has
suggested, this may simply be a part of the relationship
between researcher, participants, context, and data collection means. Or, we might have inserted additional
probes. For instance, we might have sought to discover
whether children found similaritiesbetween the books
we used and books with which they were already familiar, then questioned their reasoning. Given, then, these
cautions, we will proceed to examine what our findings
may indicate about tasks, scaffolding, children's genre
knowledge development, and the broader field of genres.
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Tasks
Our various tasks generated different pieces of information that, combined, created a fuller picture of a
child's developing genre knowledge. Consider, for example, first grader Brendan. His story composition contained
a Descriptive Sequence organization (lacking temporal
connections) that featured a setting. Brendan's imagined
moments of being a pilot preparing to fly suggested an
emphasis on make-believe. However, his pretend reading
of Frog, WhereAre You?revealed that Brendan could produce a Goal Directed 2 story that contained setting, initiating event, attempts, and consequences. A similar
variation in products is shown between Brendan's informational composition and his pretend reading of Baby
Animals. Restrictedto a Genre-Specific Statement with
topic presentation in his "Ican change oil" composition,
Brendan moved to a HierarchicalAttributeList organization that included not only topic presentation but also descriptions of attributesand characteristicevents in his
pretend reading of Baby Animals. Asked to discuss the
differences between writing the two text types, Brendan
explained, "Storiesaren't saying like, 'This is what this is.'
A story is about, is something someone is doing, and it's
not telling about something." His answer suggests that
the function of informationaltexts is to tell about something. It also accurately reflects his understanding of story
composition. In a story, someone will be doing something, just as he, Brendan, was pretending to be a pilot.
Following the pretend-reading task, Brendan had given
more thought to stories and informational texts. Asked to
define an information book, Brendan stuck close to his
previous stance: An information book is "a book that tells
how animals or tells about computers or tells how stuff is
made. It tells about stuff. That's what information is."
Asked to define a storybook, Brendan provided an unexpected definition, to which we alluded earlier.
A storybookis a story.And a storyis somethingthattells
aboutsomethingthatdoes somethingand somethinghappens thatis good at the end or is bad at the end. Andyou
never know what happensat the end, only if you readit
before and you read it again.
This definition contains three previously missing aspects
of stories: They have events, they have resolutions, and
they contain suspense.
None of these early tasks, however, lets us know
that Brendan believes titles to be critical in considering
genre, yet all of his prereading evaluations in the booksorting task relied upon this single focus. He employed a
one-word-means-information theory in deciding that
Tunnels was an information book and that The Owl and
the Woodpeckerwould be a story, but abandoned this to
indicate that Elephants on the Beach was likely an infor-
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mation book. The book-sorting task also reinforced the
notion that Brendan saw make-believe as a key element
in stories. If cockatoos is a made-up word, reasoned
Brendan, the book that features them will likely be a story. Brendan's concern with function, based upon his informational text conceptions, continued in his
postreading comments in the book-sorting task. Books
with content that "told about" were information books;
those that didn't do this seemed almost by default to be
stories. In the final task, when asked which genre is easier to write, Brendan's response stressed his focus on
function. Writing an informational text is easier because it
is easy to find something to write about.
What these various tasks reveal is a rather complete
picture of Brendan's developing genre knowledge. The
pretend-reading task alone would have given indications
that Brendan, with a Goal Directed 2 level of organization for his story text, was more sophisticated in his understandings of stories than of informational texts. The
multiple tasks indicate that Brendan is working hard at
understanding stories; however, his focus shifts from task
to task. He is sure that they involve people doing things.
He sometimes thinks that these things can contribute to
suspense. He is also fairly confident that stories involve
things that are made up. Brendan's understanding of informational texts is bound to their function. These texts
serve to tell about something; their content can be anything about which the writer knows. The multiple tasks
provide insight to more and less secure concepts about
genre. And, in a sense, these multiple tasks help prevent
a slide down the slippery slope of considering component functions as separate rather than linked
(Smagorinsky, 1995).
Scaffolding
In considering the tasks for the children in this
study, we thought long and hard about how various scaffolds would support children, diminishing their cognitive
load. In the following sections, we present our current
thinking on when scaffolding indeed helps children, on
how children may call upon it to support themselves, and
when it impedes instead of assists.
When scaffolding helps
In the results section, it became clear that children
could produce organizationally more sophisticated story
texts during the middle-level scaffolding task of pretend
reading than they could during the minimal-level scaffolding task of writing from prompts. KindergartnerAndy,
for example, moved from producing a text that consisted
only of a Label (single word) to narratinga Goal Directed
2 story that even included an internal reaction. Only in
the case of first grader Brenda was the story she com-
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posed more organizationally
sophisticatedthanher pretend readingof Frog,WhereAre You?
ThoughVygotsky(1978) describedhis zone of
proximaldevelopmentas determinedby humanassistance, others(e.g., Kamberelis& Bovino, 1999;Palincsar,
1998;Smagorinsky,1995)have made the point thatactivities, even researchtasks,can scaffoldstudents'achievement. In this study,two differentlevels of task scaffolding
suggest differentpoints on a developmentalcontinuum.
The first,the lowest scaffoldingwritingprompt,reveals
what childrencan do with virtuallyno assistance.The
second, the middle-levelscaffoldingpretendreading,reveals what childrencan do when the cognitivesubtasks
of creationand memoryhave been eliminatedfromcompositionaleffort.
Brendan'smore developed definitionof a storytext
representsa thirdpoint on this developmentalcontinuum. By the time he completedthis task,Brendanhad
writtencompositions,had been probed for answers
about the differencesbetween them, and had completed
pretendreadingsof each genre. An articulateand
thoughtfulstudent,Brendanlearnedmore aboutthe genres throughthese tasks.The questionof whetheranother
story-writingtask administeredafterthe definitionswould
have produceda more sophisticatedstoryorganization
must awaitfutureresearch.However,all threeof these
points suggestplaces at which instructionwould have
proveduseful in supportinghis genre-knowledge
development.
Callingupon otherforms of scaffolding
Childrenin this studyalso found supportfor their
writtencompositionsin texts they alreadyknew. A Sonic
the Hedgehogcartoon[fromthe Sonicthe Hedgehog
Video game series, ? ServiceGames(SEGA)]was incorAlan'sstory,which seemed to
poratedinto kindergartner
be a retellingof a cartoonepisode. He explainedthathis
motherread Sonicbooks and he said, "Iwatch it every
day."This relianceupon a characterthatcontinuallyengaged in action-ladenepisodes may have contributedto
Alan'stext being more sophisticatedthan his other
kindergartenpeers'.Certainly,this was the case in
Kamberelisand Bovino's(1999) study.When childrenin
that studywere asked to write storiesbased on known
"culturalartifacts"(p. 162), their texts were more sophisticated than those they produced in a nonscaffolded condition in which they were instructed to write an original
story.
As noted earlier, this was also the case in the Stein
and Albro study (1997). Fifty-two percent of kindergartners who were supported by a story stem (e.g., "Once
there was a big gray fox who lived in a cave near a forest," p. 19) were able to write goal-directed stories.
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Bamberg (1997), commenting on Stein and Albro's work,
noted, "The use of story stems (with familiarcharacters),
given to children in the study that is reported in detail in
their chapter, strikes as a methodologically ideal exemplar to bring out children's optimal narrativeabilities"(p.
2). In a later footnote, Bamberg continued his thought:
"The use of story stems resembles in many ways
Vygotsky's zone of proximal development, inasmuch as it
represents a condition that assists children in coming to
grips with certain aspects of storytelling abilities, such as
creating connections between episodes" (p. 2). This indeed seems to have been the case for Alan, whose Goal
Directed 2 story contained two attempts, and therefore
two episodes, in which Robotnik sought to "get"Sonic
and Tails. Although the connection between episodes
that Alan made in his text might not be seen as masterful
("so then Tails he flew up into the air with both of his
tails"), it nonetheless is present.
Known texts can also be supports for creating new
ones by slightly altering the content, changing characters
or setting, but building on the main foundation of the
known text, a point made for us by fourth grader Erin, as
she explained how to write a story: "Andso I have either
written a story about this, something similar to this before, or I had read it, but I changed it."Teachers often
encourage appropriations of this kind with assignments
that take a familiarstory such as the "TheThree Little
Pigs" and change the characters, or put some twist on a
well-known story. Wray and Lewis's (e.g., Lewis, Wray, &
Rospigliosi, 1994; Wray & Lewis, 1995) frames for writing
informational texts are another way of scaffolding from
known or unknown texts by providing the opening sentences of each paragraph as cues for the writer.
Drawing from Barthes (1979), deBeaugrand (1980),
and Kristeva (1980), Cairney (1996) defined
intertextualityas
The processof interpretingand constructingone text by
means of a previouslycomposedtext. Textsare composed
using manydifferentsign systemsfor makingmeaningincludingreading,writing,viewing,listening,drawing,
and firsthandexperiences.Everytext can
dramatization,
be linkedto every othertext we have ever constructed.
(p. 170)
These links are found in children's written compositions
and discussions about their writing processes (e.g.,
Cairney, 1992), and discussions about reading (Cairney,
1990). This creation of meaning by building on known
and previously created and experienced "texts"has many
implications for understanding the scaffolding that cultural artifacts(books, cartoons, movies, materials, and tasks)
can provide. Cairney (1992) described grade 1 children's
fascination with the books of a particularauthor and how
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the studentsbegan to emulatethose storiesin theirown
writtencompositions.Those "look-alikes"
were often at
firstretellingsof the stories,but with time the linksbecame less concrete,leadingCairneyto determine,"children'swritingis influencedin a complexway by texts
thathave been readto them. It appearsthatintertextual
ties are often made consciously.But no doubtthey occur
even more frequentlyat a subconsciouslevel"(p. 506).
In the scaffoldingof "look-alikes"
(Cairney,1992,p.
505) or retellings,the known text acts as a model,
of the most supportivekind,where childrensim"scripts"
ply retella known storyor informationbook (or encyclopedia). Here,the known text, like otherscripts(e.g.,
orderingfroma fast food counter;Schank& Abelson,
1977)directsthe use of languagein very specificways.
This type of intertextualscaffoldingbased on known
scriptsis found in Kamberelisand Bovino's(1999) task
"writean informationbook you know,"which required
childrento drawupon a known text (informationbook)
and recreateit on paper.
also seems to providesupportfor the
Intertextuality
use of structurethatcan be appropriated,but in which
contentor wordingmay be changedin certainways. For
example,fourthgraderDebra'sknowledgeof the typical
ways of using storystructurewas demonstratedwhen she
noted thatshe did not begin her storywith "Onceupon a
time."She explained,"that'sa littletoo ordinary."
Fifth
graderFrankalso demonstratedthis awarenesswhen he
indicatedhe followed the patternof the fantasieshe had
read. "It'slike in the Hobbitbook,"he said. "Ithoughtit
should be a demon because that'swhat usuallyhappens
in fantasystories."
Kamberelisand Bovino (1999),notingthe increased
success thatintertextualscaffoldingaffordedmost of the
firstgraders,and second gradersin their
kindergartners,
thatthese tasksand others,such as
concluded
study,
new
copying
genreswhen they are introduced,may provide the scaffoldingnecessaryfor children'ssuccessful
appropriationof a genre.This stanceon instructioncertainlymatchesthatof systemicfunctionallinguists,a
point to which we returnlater.
Whenscaffoldingconceals
Interestingly,a scaffoldedtask does not guarantee
higherlevels of performance.As our resultssuggested,
the influence of increased scaffolding (from lowest selfgenerated informationaltext to middle-level pretendreading) was somewhat less consistent in supporting
higher levels of macro-organizationthan the story pretend-reading task was. Three kindergartnersproduced
less sophisticated texts during the pretend reading of
Baby Animals, as did one second grader, two third
graders, one fourth grader, and one fifth grader.
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The effect of the Baby Animals pretend reading for
older children was negative in a number of ways.
Whereas all third, fourth, and fifth graders had employed
some type of topic presentation in their own compositions, no one did so in their pretend readings. Third,
fourth, and fifth graders produced sophisticated organizations in their own writing; only two students, both third
graders, produced an organization below the paragraph
level. With the pretend readings, three of the third
graders and fifth grader Frances had texts with structures
below paragraph organization. Had the pretend-reading
task alone been the source of our information about
these children's genre knowledge, we would have grossly underestimated certain children's understandings.
Why, then, didn't Baby Animals support children in
the same way as did Frog, WhereAre You?We suspect
there are a number of different reasons. For Frances, we
believe that topic mattered a great deal. Her composition
on swimming conveyed her immense interest in and
knowledge about her topic. As Frances explained to us,
she did write reports for school but did not like to do so;
they were not interesting. However, writing about swimming had been fun because she had been able to think
about her favorite sport and write about what she knew.
Baby Animals, yet one more topic over which she had
no choice, seems to have bored her. All the voice so
beautifully present in her swimming text is absolutely
missing in her pretend reading.
Then, too, many of our older children were already
producing informationaltexts at higher levels of sophistication than they had in their story compositions. Perhaps the
simple concepts and organization of Baby Animals got in
their way. In a task that was in many ways beneath them,
a number of those capable of more underperformed.
Performance in genre: Conscious access
and reasoning
In 1992, Karmiloff-Smithpublished Beyond
Modularity:A Developmental Perspectiveon Cognitive
Science. In this work, Karmiloff-Smith,interested in how
children's cognition changes over time, proposed her
Representational Redescription model, which suggested
that a great deal of children's development entailed increasingly conscious access to implicitly held forms that
might have been rudimentaryin nature. She made the
point that the ability to perform might be rather different
from the ability to know. In her model, knowledge is redescribed, recoded into successively more explicit formats. In her continuum, Karmiloff-Smithpostulated that
there would be a period of time during which a child
moved from an implicit understanding to an explicit understanding that might lead the child to perform with less
success than those still at implicit levels. This period,
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which Karmiloff-Smith
labeled E-1(Explicit1), represented a firststage of theorybuilding.Whilethe datashe had
collecteddid not supporta LevelE-2,she hypothesized
thatchildrenat this level would have representationsof
the phenomenonavailableto consciousaccess, but
would not be able to rendera verbalreportthatdescribedthem. LevelE-3would have representationsof a
concept thatwere availableto consciousaccess and verbal report.
We see thatour datacontributeto Karmiloff-Smith's
notions.Ourdatashow thatfirstgradersin our study
wrote more sophisticatedtexts thanthe kindergartners
did. They also offeredrelativelysophisticatedanswersto
the questionsthey were asked. However,as our results
indicate,the second graderswrote stillmore sophisticated compositions,but theirexplanationswere far less explicitthanthose of the firstgraders.To us it seems that
our second-gradeparticipantswere at Karmiloff-Smith's
LevelE-2.Forexample,we noted thatsecond grader
Christopherproduceda Goal Directed2 organizationfor
his storycomposition.However,he seemed to have little
directaccess to his processof creatingthis text. "I
thoughtof it,"Christopherrepliedwhen asked to describehis compositionalacts. How stronglythis contrasts
with Frieda,clearlyat Karmiloff-Smith's
LevelE-3,who
also produceda Goal Directed2 story.Explainingher
compositionalefforts,Friedacomfortablyreplied,"You
catchthe reader'sattentionin the beginningand then just
put littledetailsof what happenedin the story."It is clear
in this examplethatchildrenwho producetexts of similar
organizationalsophisticationdo not necessarilyhave the
same level of genre knowledgedevelopment.
A questionwe mustansweris why firstgraders,at a
lower level of actualperformancethantheirsecondgradepeers, were more comfortableansweringquestions, thatis, bringingtheirimplicitknowledgeto an
explicitform.The answer,we think,lies in the complexity of genre knowledge.Forinstance,more than most other school-relatedtasks,writingrequiresthe manipulation
of numerouscomponentssimultaneously.Creatinga
comprehensivepictureof what is involvedin storywriting remainsdifficulteven for adults.And so it is that
somewherebetween Christopherand FriedafallsDebra,
who was quotedearlierfor her descriptionof writingthe
beginning of her story text. She had much to say about
story beginnings but appeared to have little understanding of the key component of stories. For stories of the
Stein and Glenn (1979) variety to succeed, characters
must have goals and readers must be brought to care
whether or not the character achieves those goals.
Nested within this complexity of the writing task
may lie the change in children's reasoning abilities, a
point to which we have devoted considerable attention in
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our recentthinking(Donovan& Smolkin,2002;Smolkin
& Donovan,2001).Particularly
duringthe periodknown
as the five-to-sevenshift,childrenare movingfromsomewhat unidimensionalreasoningto more multidimensional
thinking(Siegler,1996;White,1996).As van den Broek
(1997) noted, young childrenlaborover storytexts;they
struggleto recallthe goals of characters,attendingto
characters'actionsinstead.This multidimensional
struggle
stories
of
in
the
is particularly
self-composed
apparent
our kindergartenparticipantsbut is visible in the compositionsof older childrenas well.
Genre, genres: Our shifting writing landscape

Whenwe collecteddatafor this studyand as we
moved throughour dataanalysis,our thinkingwas influenced by the work of others(Duke & Kays,1998;
Kamberelis,1999;Kamberelis& Bovino, 1999;Pappas,
1986, 1991b,1993).These individuals,heavilyinfluenced
by SystemicFunctionalLinguistics,cast theirstudiesby
looking chieflyat two importantschool genres-the story
and the informationaltext-and text organizationand
languagefeaturesas definedby Australiangenre theorists.Ourmultipletasksin this studyrevealedan aspect
of genre knowledgebeyond the structuresand features
thatwe soughtto explore-an author'saim.The presence of this aspectof writingin children'sexplanations,
thoughnot completelynew to our understanding
(Donovan& Smolkin,2001, 2002),has forcedus to reexaminethe thinkingbehindthe genre instructionof
SystemicFunctionalLinguists.
In his earlywork, Martin(1984) indicatedthatthere
were two semioticlevels responsiblefor the meaningsof
texts-genre and register.Genreattendedto the distinctive stages of varioussocial processesthatrepresented
the formsthroughwhich purposescould be achieved.
Register,the second semioticlevel, dealtwith threeother
aspectsof meaning-the subject,the audience/speaker
relations,and whetherthe producedtext was oral or
written.Thoughregisterwas said to be equallyas importantas genre in successfullanguageuse, those systemic
functionallinguistswho worked in school settingstended
to focus in the mainon genre. Rothery(1989a)pointedto
the reasoningbehindthis direction.
I would suggestthatin educationalcontextswhere the

emphasisis on students'learningto use languageappropriatelyor effectivelyfor differentpurposes,thatgenre,
the stages passed throughto achievegoals withina given
culture,providesa more readilyaccessiblestartingpoint
for learningaboutlanguage.(p. 228)
She further supported this decision by noting that schools
were already aware of varieties of texts, and so, again, it
seemed reasonable to focus upon genre.
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Lookingto other importantdiscourseanalysts(e.g.,
Kinneavy,Cope, & Campbell,1976),we are remindedof
a relatedfactor,also with less importin the systemic
functionallinguisticsmodel, thatauthorsmay have particularaims in mind.Authorsmay decide to write,for exworks;theiraim
ample,poeticallyin theirnonnarrative
would be to producea more literarypiece (Kinneavyet
al., 1976).Or they may do what Frankdid in his information piece on Eskimos.He, in his readingson Eskimos,
had been impressedby Eskimoingenuityas reflectedin
theiruse of environment.He wanted his writingto informhis audience(the purposefor the writing)aboutthe
ingeniousaspectsof Eskimoculture,and he soughtto
have them see Eskimosas he did (his aim).We have noted this same impactof aim in our discussionof science
tradebooks (Donovan& Smolkin,2001, 2002).In the category we describedas "dualpurpose"texts, authorsintend to presentfactsbut choose to do so in a fashion
humorousand entertainingfor children.The author'saim
was to entertainchildren;the purposewas to deliverinformationon a topic;the resultinggenre carriedlanguage
featuresand text organizationfromboth storiesand reportgenres.As with Frank'swriting,authoraim, an expressionof individuality,alteredthe sociallyexpected
product.
Authoraim reintroducesindividualityto the writing
landscape,a point with which certainSystemicFunctional
comfortable.Christie(1989)
linguistswere not particularly
faulteda commonlyheld view thatan importantfunction
of schoolingwas the developmentof individuals.The appropriateplace to focus, she explained,had been suggested by Halliday.Individualcreativityhad been
overemphasized;the place to focus on instructionwas
the social natureof the humanbeing, shapedby interactions with others.
Unlikeotherswho are made uncomfortablewith directlyinstructingchildrenin the stagesof a genre (e.g.,
Freedman,1993a),we are not distressedby the idea of
instructingchildrenin form.We are, however,concerned
thatindividuals,authorsand theiraims,receiveso little
instruction.
focus in considerationsof structure-based
Andwe have come to this concernby attendingto what
the childrendescribedas they answeredquestionsabout
texts, one of
writingtheirstoriesand theirinformational
our low-level scaffolded tasks. Audience, not a much visited component of writing in the Systemic Functional linguists' papers, was a key consideration for several of our
young participants. Debra indicated that a "once upon a
time" beginning would be "too ordinary";Frieda insisted
that writers must "catchthe reader's attention in the beginning." Even beginning first grader Betsy, in response
to the question "Whydid you startyour informational
piece like this?"hinted at audience awareness. "Ijust
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wanted them (the readingaudience)to know thatI know
aboutparrotsbecause I have fourbirds."
Ourpresentthinkingis thatthe functionof text,
and thereforethe genre (text type), may be superseded
by the author'saim (Kinneavyet al., 1976),intention
(Chapman,1995),or motive(Freedman,1993b).We find
our currentview of genre much in line with the classificationscheme Chapman(1995) createdto accountfor
the texts producedby her first-gradesubjects.Texts,regardlessof theirfunction,fall withintwo basic typesnarrative(a recountingof events) and nonnarrative
(attendingto a topic). Key to this majordistinctionis the
element,or languagefeature,of temporality.In this
scheme, narrative(European-basedstorystructure)and
recountwould not appearas separateas they do in the
SystemicFunctionallinguists'model. Both would fall
withinthe largernarrativecategory,the distinctionbeing
thatwell-formed,European-basedliterarystoriescontain
complicationsthatmustbe overcome.Withtemporality
as the determininglanguagefeature,Donnie'sRecountof
how he acquiredthe three lizardshe kept as pets falls
squarelyin the narrativemode, justlike storiesofferedby
Heath's(1983) Tracktonand Roadvillecommunities.Also
undernarrativewould fall texts thatare informationalin
content,but time-oriented-biographies,historicalrecounts,and life-cyclescience books. Evennarrativepoetry, such as TheOdysseyor Beowulf,would reasonablybe
placed here. Undernonnarrativewould fall those works
in which temporalitydoes not figureprominently.Here
would be locatedreports,exposition,argument,and
even nonnarrativepoetry.
Sucha typologyhas betterenabledus to see that
authoraim could manifestitselfon eitherbranchof what
we have come to thinkof as a genre tree:Not only could
authorspersuadethroughthe standardpersuasiveessay
(argument)but also throughthe storiesthey selected to
tell. Althoughit is farmore difficultto conductstudies
thatmove beyond text examination,especiallywith larger samplesizes, we do feel thatthe individualswho compose texts have much to offerthose of us who analyze
theirproducts.
Implications for future research

Havingbeen compelledby the studentsin our

study to see their aims in their writing, we are now interested in research that more fully addresses all four aspects of genre identified by Freedman (1993b)-situation,
motive, substance, form. Given our shifting thoughts on
genre and writing, we are curious to know more about
genres in which audience plays a greater role, particularly
those pieces that are designated as persuasive texts. We
are curious how elementary children would respond to a
prompt that asked them to persuade someone of some-
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thing. How would they respond to questions that explored the way they had used situation, motivation, substance, and form?We also remain quite interested in
knowing about the development of school genres in children whose cultural backgrounds do not mirrorschool.
Having looked at the products and thinking of mainstream students in the writing of narrativeand nonnarrative texts, we would now like to replicate this study with
children from other populations. As we mentioned earlier, we are also interested in longitudinal ethnographic
studies like Chapman's (1995) or Wollman-Bonilla's
(2001) research, studies that supply information on the
instruction children receive and its evidence in their writing. We have also become quite interested in situations in
which more highly scaffolded tasks conceal children's
abilities, and we are curious to know more about how
various approaches to classroom writing instruction, including those that focus on genre, differentiallyaffect
highly able and less able elementary writers.
With our increased interest in authors and their perspectives, we choose to close this article with Frank's
comments on the difference between story and informational writing.
If you are readingthis, you want to know about information writingand storywriting.Well, I say you should
know what storywritingis first.Well, storywritingis
mainlya long, short,or mediumstoryaboutthingsthatare
make believe or aboutan adventurebut mainlyto let your
imaginationrunwild. Now you should learnabout informationwriting.Well, informationalwritingis more like
more seriousand more aboutfactslike Eskimos,soccer,
Europeas long as thatthingyou writeabout exists and
you know about it or you are going to readaboutit, then
write.I hope all of this informationon writingmakesit a
lot easier.
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